parties and NGOs,
people from all races
n!lta•iol'ia are coming together.
u~t·r<~»••nt

g

he Anwar saga has
been an important rallying point for the
reformasi movement. But concern for Anwar's sacking, assault and unjust treatment
generally have extended into
concern over wider issues.

The ISA must go. Undemocratic laws must be reviewed
so as to guarantee the rakyat's
rights and liberties. The independence and integrity of the
judiciary, the AttorneyGeneralis chambers and the
Police must be restored.
Cronyism must be gotten rid
of. Mega project stopped. Arevamp and review of
privatisation policies must be
conducted immediately.
Adil's statement of purpose
expresses these calls for political and economic reforms.
They echo similar calls made
by the opposition parties and
NGOs over the years.

Naturally these different
groups with similar goals
joined forces in the Gagasan
and Gerak coalitions to pursue
these goals vigorously.
The overall struggle has become more comprehensive
too: Justice for Anwar, for
Guan Eng, for Irene
Fernandez, for the 126
charged for illegal assembly,
and now, for all prisoners too.
No unjust toll hikes, boycott
irresponsible newspapers, ensure a free and fair election in
Sabah, etc.
In this issue of AM, we carry

several articles which highlight how the struggle for political and economic reforms
has now entered into the
realm of ethnic relations too;
how in their words and deeds
these individuals and groups
calling for change have attempted "to bridge the Great
Divide''. This is very significant in the struggle for reform
Aliran Monthly March 1999· 19(2) Page 2

and must be further promoted.
The first item is a set of letters bet·w een A nwar and
Guan Eng from their respective jails: they exchange festive greetings and discuss thb
issue of ethnic relations. Sabri
Zain's article Clznllging Times
comments on pre\'ious ethnic
barriers breaking down. It is
a piece that lifts up the spirit.
OJ Muzaffar Tate reports on
three functions he attended in
Kuala Lumpur, while Anil
!\ietto and R.K. Surin write
about their e>..perienceattending a forum in Penang. The
writers are heartened to see
the different parties and
~GOs, and ordinary people
from all races and religions
coming together. But they are
also aware of the long journey
ahead. Finally Chandra
Muzaffar compares the situation in Malaysia to that in
Indonesia and dispels misconception. 0
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From Sungai Buloh to Kajang•••

Anwa~ .writes to Guan Eng
menafiknn adanyn perselisiltnn
pendnpal n11tara kiln dalam beberapn
perkarn, namtm pendirian dan sikap
sdr. terhndnp person/an kendilan dan
kelulzuran undang-undang cukup
I untas dan tidnk berganjnk sedikit
jua pun. (l recall our first meeting

opposition parties, NGOsand the
Internet- is anything to go by, the
government has lost a tremendous amount of credibility, and
the state apparatus, including the
police and the judiciary, has been
badly bruised due to their ill-conalmost 15 years ago when you ceived campaign against critics
were still studying in Australia. and the opposition. What is most
Even at that time, the questions gratifying to me is that many
you raised, loudly and clearly, grassroots Malays are no longer
had attracted attention. I do not passive followers and are seeking
deny there were differences of alternative views. Your sincere
opinion between us on several fight for the downtrodden, rematters; still your stand and atti- gardless of their ethnic origin,
tude towards justice and the sov- has woken Malaysians to the fact
ereignty of the law were obvious that a bigoted attitude only helps
and have not changed at all.)
corrupt politicians to remain in
Selamat menyambut Tahun Bartl
power and retards any effort toCina (Happy Chlnese New Year): In some ways, our incarceration wards reform.
sitz niet1 chin pu (to a progressive has helped open the eyes of Mayear ahead) /sin nien lrno (a good laysians to the injustices in our When I attended the Kajang \igil
new year to you)fnien nie11 system, and thereby, to rouse in your honour, the Mahathirhao(may every year be good for them from their complacency controlled media, a.'!' expected,
you). Semperza acorn penting bunt and encourage them to partici- saw it a:. an opportunity to go on
keluargn dan masyarnkat Cirza pate more meaningfully in the a frenzied attack, accusing me of
umumnya, saya terke11angka 11 political process. I am sure you being a turncoat to the Malay
snudara dan ingin h1rut menyatakan are aware that since our misfor- cause, little reafi ...ing that it j, no
harapan agar sambutan tahun im tunes, even housewives and longer easy to fool the public in
merupnka11 kesempnfatz baik buat schoolchildren have begun to the information age. Dr Mahathir
saudara dan perjuangan keadilan di question whether there is democ- is contemplating how to en~ure
Malaysia. (On this important oc- racy and justice in Malaysia. Our the 'multimedia' !!trategy works
casion for the Chinese family and battle for a more informed politi- while keeping Malay:.ians ignocommunity, I am thinking of you cal consciousness among Malay- rant. Jt', a formidable task inand wish to express my hope that sians is already hal£ won. Take deed! Unlike the crony-editors,
this year's celebration will be an heart in the knowledge that a they see the Guan Eng issue in its
opportune time for you and the growing number of Malaysians proper light- that it has nothing
struggle for justice in Malaysia.) do recognise your contribution to to do w1th race and everything to
the struggle for reform of our do with Justice.
Saya teringat pertemuan pertama political and judicial systems.
£yen OYerseas Malaysians are,
kita hampir 15 tahun yang lalu
tatkala sdr masih memmtut di Aus- There is a growing disillusion- more than ever, expressing their
tralia. Pada ketika itu pun, ment or even disenchantment concern about the corruption in
ketegnsan dan kelnntangan sdr with the ruling clique and their our system. When I was in Lonmengemukakan persoalan telah state apparatus. If the altemati,·e
menarik perhntian. Sa ya tidnk press - that is, the organs of the (ontinued on p.1 ~e,.,
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From Kajang to Sungai Buloh •••

Guan Eng replies to Anwar
tory and to make our political
culture more ethical and moral.
The cry of reformasi, and its antithesis of corruption, cronyism
and nepotism, is equally a cry for
justice. It has struck a resonant
chord because ordinary Malaysians are fed-up of being lied to,
bullied and worst of all, having
their intelligence openly insulted.
Malaysians are not interested in
political partisanship but just
want truth and justice.

I have just received your letter
that was finally delivered to me
via a 'circuitous' route that I hope
you will not need to discover.
Allow me first to extend my belated Selamat Hari Raya greetings from my family and to salute lhe courage and resilience of
your wife and children in defying the powers of oppression.
Reading your recollections of our
first fiery introduction has made
me pause and reflect on how we
have been pulled and pushed by
the ebb and flow of history. We
took divergent paths and were
headed towards the opposite
ends of the political spectrum.
Yet, both of us ended in prison victims of injustice and gross
abuse of power.
Through it all, despite our differences, I sense that we both share
the same reforming zeal- reforming the political system to make
governmentmoreaccountable, to
make democracy more participa-

not eliminated, then the country
will be destroyed. But if corruption is successfully eliminated,
then BN will be destroyed. The
choice is dear- self-preservation
at all costs.
Where is there justice when a
rape victim can be detained for
about three years whilst her rapists need not spend even a single
day in jail? Where is there justice
when an MP who speaks up
against such moral outrage is
punished by imprisonment?

All of us want to raise our children to believe in truth and jus- In fact, I am not surprised that the
tice, nol seeing these fundamen- prison authorities here in Kajang
tal values trampled upon by the are making feverish preparations
ruling clique in the name of na- for your ccU even though your trial
tional interest. This is what makes is still continuing. One is curious
the refonnasi challenge so sustain- how they can be so certain of your
ing and leaves the government impending conviction.
completely confused.
I believe our passion for truth and
For too long, the government has justice will not be diminished by
been allowed to treat truth as our incarceration. Instead, the
merely to spin and justice as mere adversities we encounter shall
rhetoric. An example of such spin only strenglhen our resolve as
is when reformnsi is equated with well as serve to open up the
demonstrations bringing about minds of Malaysians to the iniqviolence, chaos and social disorder. uities of those who rule in their
name.
This is a desperate tactic to prevent the success of reformasi so The brutal physical assault on
that corruption endemic within your person coupled with Lhe
the government and crony capi- government's bungling attempts
talism can be saved. The myriad to cover-up remains one of the
multi-billion ringgit Perwaja mostdefiningmomentsinMalayscandals, Bank Negara foreign sian political history when the
exchang losses, Bank Bumiputra government's cloak of decency
scandals and the notorious toll and humanity was stripped naincreases are just the tip of the ked. The Government has lost any
semblance of its moral mandate.
iceberg.
BN knows that if corruption is
Ali ron Monthly Morch 1999: 19(2) Poge 5

Continut•d on page 7

don in May last year, a Malaysian 'conscientisation'- public awarestudent had some questions re- ness of fundamental issues of jusgarding your case. I made it clear tice and liberty. Perplexed by
even then, as a DPM, that I was public outrage, the ruling clique
not prepared to defend the deci- and particularly Dr. Mahathir,
sion of the court to senten·ce you feeling insecure, garnered all into jail. I confessed my predica- struments of government, chiefly
ment to the students of and in the the police force, to intimidate, hasame breath, called for legal re- rass and in fact, detain, or bruform. Although I had no inten- tally attack reformasi leaders and
tion of interfering in the judicial peaceful demonstrators. The haprocess, r could not reconcile my rassment by Special Branch officprinciples with the decision of the ers against ADIL still continues.
court to punish a man for championing the cause of a rape vic- They have of course not extim while it let the alleged crimi- hausted their schemes and
nal go scot-free.
machinations. You have seen the
vilification in the media and the
By the way, Azizah told me that unfolding court drama (sperm,
in Tg. Karang last week, she re- mattress, amended charges).
ferred to your case and appealed Then, you have the foreign bogey.
to Malays to support your cause Our forefathers fought against
in the name of justice. As a Mus- colonial power for freedom and
lim, the issues of truth and jus- justice not to have them replaced
tice are of paramount impor- by indigenous oppressors. Its
tance, for the Holy Qur'an says: quite paradoxical for the so"God commands you to render called ardent nationalists to use
both your trust to whom they are the same draconian colonial laws
due, and when you judge be- to stifle dissent and opposition.
tween the people, then you judge What is absolutely dear to my
with justice."
mind is they are using the perceived threat to deflect from the
You may recall our meeting at the real issue of corruption, cronyism
Parliament lobby with YB Kit and nepotism. The other colonial
Siang when I expressed my sym- strategy adopted by the ruling
pathies to you. A deputy minis- clique is divide et empera, by instillter appeared and blurted a pre- ing fear among the various ethposterous remark: "Good for nic groups and using racial bigyou, you'll get more popular this otry. Change or reform for them
way!" I reprimanded him for his means instabiHty and racial tenignorance, insensitivity and total sion. Our people must be encourdisregard for justice. Now, with aged to trust in their ability and
such sycophants in Parliament maturity and not to be duped
and the Government, we should into thinking that their very surrightfully demand political re- vival depends on the corrupt elements squandering billions for
form.
their famHies and cronies. This is
Again, the tide and clamour for our major challenge to transcend
reform is irreversible. I've never the politics of race and to enhance
witnessed such enthusiasm, and protect the dignity of man.
dedication to disseminate infor- Wasn' t it virtue that all our sages
mation,
pushing
for and Kung Fu Tze talked about?
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Let us be more resilient and per·
severe to give credence to:
"Women dou slu yijia ren" (\\'e are
all in one family).
There are encouraging developments too. Tan Sri Rahim Nor resigned but it should not absolve
Dr. Mahathir of responsibility as
Home Minister. Hopefully, the
police willleam from this episode,
particularly its senior officers and
the Special Branch. They are not
the private apparatus of Dr.
Mahathir. The Cabinet reshuffle
and appointments are based on
the unacceptable criteria of a despot i.e. absolute loyalty, weak, servile and subservient. You observe
the bowing and kissing of the
hands not of His Majesty the King
but the de facto Ruler. But what is
appa!Hng is the appointment of
Tun Daim as Finance Minister ... I
have repeated my challenge to expose all major contracts awarded
and shares allocated by Tun Daim
and me at the MoF (Ministry of
Finance). I haw not allocated one
single share or contract to any
member of my family. Our local
media, including the billionaire
editor, conveniently ignored the
statement.

Ucap selanlilt kq10tla i.;;teri dan anakalmk. Mudnh-mudahan, semangat
saudara lebilz kental dan akan
mweru:-kan Jltrjuangan gigih
ment!gak kebenaran dan keadilan!
(Com·ey my greetings to your
wife and children. Hopefully,
your spirit will be fortified and
vou wil1 continue with the unwa~·ering struggling to uphold truth
and justice!)

Salam Reformasi
Anwar Ibrahim
Penjara Sg. Buloh
13 January 1999

Whether its legal mandate will be
lost will depend on our success
in allaying the people's fears that
reformasi will bring forth violence,
instability or a forcible deprivation of the established rights of
certain communities. The people
must be assured that refonuasi can
engender positive changes that
improve our national well being,
moral fibre and spiritual development.

doms (attached) to realise a new
Malaysian consciousness. We
hope that this bridge across the
'Great Divide' will encourage
more bridges to be built.
Your role in translating the ideals and vision of Reformasi into
truth, justice and a new Malaysian consciousness will be most
critical. Many Malaysians share
in your dream of "We are all in
one family" and are willing to
cross the bridge with you.

We underestimate the effectiveness of the government's propaganda and genius for survival al If we fail, we do not fail only in
our peril. Our success is crucially closing the 'Great Divide' that
reliant on our ability to address separates us but will forever rethe issue of the 'Great Divide' of main a divided nation. We must
race and religion, the raison d'etre not fail if we do not want to sec
ofBN's rule. Unless we transcend our nation turn from belonging
the racial and religious bound- to all into that which belongs only
aries, the people will fall prey to one; from "We are all in one
once again to BVs twin weapons family" into "All in one family".
of fear and falsehood.
We cannot fail if we do our duty
l have tried in my own small way with faith and assistance from the
to meet the problem head-on in Divine Being. For has it not been
my defence of a Malay schoolgirl said that truth and justice are the
who was first raped, then vio- closest things there is to God?
lated a second time by the wheels Those who strive for its fruition
of injustice. As you have indi- are faithfully doing God's work.
cated this has opened the eyes of
Malays to the web of lies and de- May the peace of God reside in
your heart always. Salam Keadilan
ceit that DAP is anti-Malay.
dan Kebenara11 (Greetings of Peace
Hopefully, my actions can con- and 'Ihtth)!
tribute towards creating a new
Malaysian consciousness where LimGuan Eng
a Chinese is willing to sacrifice to Kajang Prison
help a fellow Malay and vice- 28 Januari 1999
versa in the name of truth, justice
and a common citizenry. Which
is in direct contrast to the 'Great '
Lim Gutllf E"g is th•
df11uty sec:ret11ry gneert1l
Divide' of BN where Malay MPs
of the DAP t1"d MP for
only help Malays, Chinese MPs
Kottl Melaktl. He is t:llronly Chinese and Indian MPs
rently feiViltg two coru:raonly Indians.
rent 18-numth j11il terms
for "publishing ft~lse 1
To this end, the DAP is conductIU!Ws" 11nd "'sedition".
ing a 'Justice For All' campaign
1
premised on 10 Essential Free1
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They wanted me
to use the
communist bogey
on Mahathir and
Musa .•. they told
me I would be
released if I
implicated
Mahathir and
Musa. They
slapped me,
denied me sleep,
spat in my face,
told lies about
my wife and
even placed a
pistol in front of
me. It was a
terrible lie and
being a Muslim,
I would not be
part of it.
Syed Husin Ali,
quoted in
Malaysian Business,
1 June 1994, p. 31.

Changing Times
It was heartening to see all the different political parties, nongovernmental organisations and ordinary people, from all
races and religions, coming together to reform and change.
by Sabri Zain
''Your role in translating ideals
and vision of Reformasi into
truth, justice and a new Malaysian consciousness will be most
critical. Many Malaysians share
in your dream of ' We are all in
one family' and are willing to
cross the bridge with you.
If we fail, we do not fail only in
closing the Great Divide that
separates us but forever remain
a divided nation."
Lim Guan Eng's letter to Anwar
Ibrahim, February 1999.

''It is indeed a historic day when
all the panelists in a political
forum organised by the
Selangor Chinese Assembly
Hall Civil Rights committee
would be all Malay!"
This was one of the opening remarks made by Chang Teck
Peng, the chairman of the
Selangor Chinese Assembly
Hall's forum on current political changes that was held there
on 2 February. And it was indeed true that the largely Chinese audience that evening
were facing an all-Malay panel
of speakers consisting of Dr
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stopped being
surprised by DAP Justir:t Fonm1:SOOO attt 11drd ofu•1rich40'le ~.M3lay~
these things,"
said Rustam. He commented that he was wearing a metal
on the DAP Justice Forum in ADIL whJte ribbon badge himPenang this weekend which self, he quipped that his was
was attended by over 5,000 metal because he had the
people." At least 40 per cent of honour of being on the pro-tem
them were Malay! That same committee of ADll.
weekend thousands of PAS
supporters at the Markaz Rustam noted other changes he
Tarbiyyah PAS in Kuala had seen recently. "A few days
Lumpur wildly greeted none ago, a young friend of mine was
other than Lim Kit Siang!"
proudly sho,.ving me his new
PRM membership card. Five
''If you had told me this five years ago, that card would have
years ago, I would have consid- been more a liability rather than
asset - kalau tunjuk girlfriend,
ered it a tilam story!"
mesti dia lari!. But today, it is
"We may have our political dif- worn with pride".
ferences ... but we all \'\'ear the
same badge!" he said, observ- Why this change? Hi~ own faing the white cloth ribbons be- ther, the great Ahmad
ing worn by Tuan Haji Mahfuz Boestamam, had been detained
and Dr Syed Husin. Noting under the Internal Secunty Act
Aliron Monthly Morch 1999: 19(2) Poge 8

during the colonial days and
detained by the government
again after Independence.
"Little had changed - and we
accepted it."

Tarbiyyah PAS!"

government that is being hated
and despised ... the political
"And it has brought Rustam sandiwara being acted out by
away from the safety and com- the government is failing misfort of university life into erably."
ADIL!"

And because little had changed, He also noted that it has Dr Syed Husin was heartened
Dr Mahathir thought that he brought people out into the to see all the different political
could do to Anwar Ibrahim
parties, non-governmental
what UMNO itself had done to
organisations and ordinary
him in 1969, when he himself
people coming together for rewas expelled from the party.
form and change, from all races
and religions. The government
"But that was in the feudal days
has and will continue using race
of UMNO in the Sixties. Dr
and religion against us, to diMahathir wanted to repeat the
vide us, to instil fear of change
and reform."
same thing in the Nineties- but
he didn't realise that things
have changed."
"But if the people see that we
can work together- PAS, DAP,
PRM, ADIL- we can dispel that
One of the changes was that it
was now a global world. "With
fear that they will sow."
the Internet, people know there lLf' Kuan Yew · Refonnasi will become
"People have lost their faith and
are much better alternatives to Refonnati?
confidence in the government
what you are fed in Utusan Malaysia! And Internet writers like streets. "These demonstrators and its institutions. They are
Sabri Zain now have far more have been called rioters and now angry, they feel sorry, they
credtblbty than almost all the troublemakers. But let me tell grumble, they talk, they gossip.
chief editors in our local news- you, it takes a lot of courage for This talk and gossip has not
ordinary unarmed people to been converted to political acpapers!"
face water cannons and FRU tion."
It was this change that has with batons- mereka metzggadai
And that political action must
made Reformasi go beyond nyawa mereka".
be an acute awareness - and
Anwar or Lim Guan Eng or
tolls. "Even Lee Kuan Yew had "At the risk of being called a desire - for change. "And the
said in September that Refonnasi CIA agent, I'd have to agree people will know change canwiU not last more than two with AI Gore- they are brave not come from those they no
longer have faith in." 0
weeks- the government has the Malaysians!"
power to kill it. Refonnasi will
become Reformati."
Tuan Haji Mahfuz noted that
Malay society in particular had
But today, five months later, it undergone remarkable change.
Sabri Zain, a Kuala
is alive and kicking, and join- "Not just political change- but
Lumpur - based activing together people from differ- a change in the mind."
ist, is well known for
ent political parties, different
his chronicling of the
faiths, different races. "It has " By accusing Anwar, they
Re{omulsi phenomenon
brought Mahfuz to the Selangor thought that he would be hated
over the Internet
Chinese Assembly Hall and and despised. But with every :
Lim Kit Siang to the Markaz passing day at court, it is the ~~;;o;;;;;;;,;;o;;;oo;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;=;;;;;;;=;;;;;;J

I
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Three .Feasts ancl
a (Soap) Opera
On the Reformasi Trail in Kuala Lumpur

by D.J. MuzaHar Tate

ADIL's first public functiou : 011 uproarious sun--ess

ell, not actually three
feasts and an opera.
The feasts were all
Reformasi affairs and the
opera, also a kind of reformnsi
event, was a day spent in court.
Each of the feasts was in its own
way an occasion of celebration,
and the court had all the ingredients of a Malay opera
(sandiwara). In any case, they all
took place within the Hari Raya
festive season.

new Social Justice Movement
(ADIL) in the last week of
Ramadan. The invitation came
at short notice and the venue
was the third choice, the two earlier bookings having been cancelled by the establishments concerned at the last moment. But
no matter. What could have
been more propitious than the final venue- the Renaissance Hotel- whose very name echoes the
spirit of Reformasi? The first public function to be organised by
Feast One: A
ADIL, it was an uproarious suc...........c.
cess. If the majority of those attending were Malays, there were
The first of the 'feasts' was the enough Chinese, Indians and
majlis berbuka puasa (breaking of others to give it a multi-ethnic
fast ceremony) organised by the stamp and, in terms of feeling
Ali ran Monthly March 1999: 19(2) Page 10

and intent, we were all one.
The occasion has been more than
adequately described elsewhere
(Sabri Lain's 'An Evening with
Justice', Hnraknlr, 25 January
1999). Suffice it to say that the
atmosphere was electric. 1t was
electrified when Christopher
Fernando, Karpal Singh and
Zainur Zakaria made their entrance. lt was electrified when
one after another- Mahfuz Omar
for PAS, Lim Kit Siang for the
DM Dr Syed Husin Ali for Parti
Rakyat Malaysia - got up and
spoke for us all, as if with one
voice, demanding justice and decency in the conduct of our public affairs. But the most electric
moment of all came when it was
Dr Wan Az.i.zah's tum. The lady
is not a politician and speaks not
with a slick politician's tongue.
But she i!'> a wife and a mother
and an educated woman of great
feeling, loyalty and courage, and
as she spoke in her almost
school-drama kind of way, her
straightfom·ardness and sincerity touched our hearts and her
message reached our souls. She
was v.·hy we wen.? there.

Feast Two: An
llllll•ate Occasion
The second 'feast' was more personal- on the second day of Hari
Raya itself - when we dropped
by at Dr Chandra Muzaffar's
home. A large, distinguishedlooking man, whose face was
festooned with one of the most
luxuriant beards we had ever
seen, was sitting there, along
with three faces very familiar to
us but whom we had ne\·er met

personally before. And of course
there was also Chandra and his
good wife, Mariam. The faces
we soon enough recognised as
belonging to lawyers Manjeet
Singh and Bulwant Singh, while
the third belonged to the wife of
Dr Munawar Anees. The
bearded gentleman was Dr
Munawar himself.
This was an in timate occasion
but a very privileged one. The
lawyers wore their dedication,
competence and courage lightly,
lacing them with an offhand, ribald brand of (Sikh) Malaysian
humour. Mrs Munawar was
nothing if not charm and composure unaffected. The learned
doctor himself, who probably
has not shaved since what he
styles as his 'kidnapping' took
place, affinned that every word
of his sworn statement regarding his experience at the hands
of the police (which many of us
would have read through the
Internet and i11 Aliran Monthly:
Dec 1998 : 18(11&12) was true.
Would the Prime Minister have
known what was going on? Of
course not; anyway, he wouldn't
want to know, came the artless
reply from one of those present.
"Leave it to us," the police
doubtless told the Minister. "We
know what to do."

liament, Lim Guan Eng, had
tried to highlight their plight but
instead found himself in jail.)
The introduction and a moving
letter from the confines of prison
by Guan Eng himseU set the
mood for the evening. Three of
the panelists- Ramdas Tlkamdas
of HAI<AM, prominent lawyer
Param Cumaraswamy, and Professor Chandra Muzaffar clinically explained and analysed the
injustices that Malaysians are
currently facing. The fourth,
Karpal Singh, chose a more
populist, taunting approach, the
politician in him getting the better of the lawyer, but the message was the same.

That the panelists were preaching to the converted became obvious from the questions and
comments from the floor. These
were equally as pungent, reflecting the same all-pervasive sense
of outrage and anger shared by
us all. The speakers came from
all comers of the nation - Johor
and Kelantan, Selangor and
Kedah, Sabah and Sarawak. Unmistakable DAP accents merged
in unison with the equally unmistakable tones of PAS members in a solid denunciation of
equivocation, hypocrisy and bad
faith by those in authority. There
were young graduates, newly
engaged in their professions,
Feast Three:
and retired headmasters, downRich Fare
to-earth men of commerce and
smooth professionals, ordinary
The third 'feast' was rich fare, homemakers and the disabled.
provided at night at the Federal In all, another cathartic experiHotel at a forum sponsored by ence in which many Malaysian
the DAP. It began with the very threads were woven into one
multi-ethnic audience who simple, single whole.
packed the hall being introduced
to the brave grandmother and
At the Opera House
the granddaughter from Malacca. (The duo's Member of Par- As a foil to all this festivity, we
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spent a day at the opera
(sandiwara). This particular opera has been running for some
six weeks now to full houses- 'all
tickets sold out' with people
queuing up from the wee hours
of the morning to get a seat.
We managed to get a seat on the
first day of Act Three, when the
counsel for the defence (for the
opera takes the form of the trial
of a very important person (VIP)
charged with abominable
crimes) were entering their summation. By tlus time, the plot had
taken an ingenious twist: the VIP
was no longer being charged
with actually committing any
abomination- in fact in Act Two
it had become clear that there
was no finn evidence to show
that he had -but was merely being charged for Laking steps to
cover up what he had not done.
As this is the first time that this
particular opera has been performed, no one knows for sure
what the outcome wiU be. But,
for many in the audience, the indications are that the VIP will be
found guilty and sentenced to
prison, where obviously people
of his ilk belong. However, the
opera is of especial interest in
that it departs from the grand
tradition of the Malaysian operahouse where the hero (a VIP, of
course), accused of the most heinous crimes, always gets off free,
the evidence having been found
to be irrelevant, and the victim
is charged for getting in the way
-a happy solution all round.

Some Thoughts
After having witnessed at least
one memorable episode in this
opera, we found it hard to be

anything but light-hearted about
anything. But our thoughts
strayed back to the three other
feasts we had attended. What
was it i'lhout them wh.ich so
caught our imagination and
made them such memorable occasions?
Well, one thing, certainly, was
that at each one of them, we felt
we were among friends, that we
were in very good company.
Most of the others who were
present were unknown to us, but
they did not seem to be strangers. Though we certainly differed from one another in size,
shape, hair-styles and habit, had
different tastes and spoke in different tongues, we all seemed silently to speak the same language and breathe the same
emotions, and we all laughed at
the same jokes- Malaysian jokes
with Malaysian allusions that
only a Malaysian could understand . We made a lot of noise,
but we broke no plates and did
not push or shove. Nor did a nyone come out of it with a bruised
eye. And when it was all over,
we all went back home reconfirmed that we were after aUnot
alone in believing that truth,
honesty and justice are ideals
which are norms in any civilised
society, for the preservation of
which we must be prepared to
make any sacrifice, regardless of
which religion we follow, which
culture we belong to, or which
language we speak.
And looking back a tit too, in that
small opera house in the heart of
Kuala Lumpur, the same emotion and spirit palpably prevailed in the minds of the spectators and of at least half the cast
as weli.Cl

Mahathir should be
thankful to the Rakyat
Thinking Malaysians are tired solely by the government withof being told to be grateful to out the conscious efforts of citithe government for their jobs zens.
and the amenities they enjoy.
Prime Minister Dr Mahathir He should be grateful to the ,
Mohamad's notion of grati- people for what he is. Without
tude only reflects the warped their will, he is nobody. He rethinking of the Barisan mains the prime minister of the
Nasional.
country at the pleasure of the
people. He should never forget
Mahathir can be justified in this.
demanding gratitude from the
people if the money expended He must also learn to rememfor the welfare of the people ber with gratitude that it is the
and the well-being of the na- people's money that is funding
tion had come from the coffers his palatial mansion. The milof the Barisan Nasional. It is lions of ringgit spent for his
the people's money - which luxurious living would have
very often is not used very gone a long way in providing
wisely - that is involved in pro- low-cost housing and affordviding the facilities and the able healthcare for all. The
amenities. There have been in- needs of the poor have taken
stances of lavish spending second place in the rush to
without accountability, result- complete Putrajaya.
ing in colossal wastage.
Instead of telling the people to
It is about time he learns to be grateful to the government,
express gratitude to the it is time the government expeople. He cannot claim to be presses its gratitude to the
the sole miracle-worker who people for being given the ophas brought development to portunity to serve. GovernMalaysia. Withoutthepeople's ments are formed to serve the
co-operation and hard work people with sincerity and huand contribution, Malaysia mility.
could not have chalked up impressive economic growth U the Barisan government canrates. Without Malaysians be- not do this without displaying
ing sensible and responsible, its arrogance, then it's time to
Malaysia would not have been make way for others who can.
a peaceful and harmonious
p~
place, held up as a model of
PraUiat
multi-ethnic living. All this
19 Fftlnurry 1999
could not have been achieved
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Justice For All
Azizah receives a rapturous reception in George Town and
Karpal apologises if he hacl hurt the feelings of Muslims

by Anil Netto and R.K. Surin
8.30 pm, Monday,
1 February 1999
Dewan Sri Pinang, Penang

The 4,000-strong crowd at the
auditorium fell silent- you could
hear a pin drop - as veteran DAP
politician Karpal Singh walked
slowly up to the rostrum to respond to a politically charged
question from the floor.
A Muslim member from the audience had asked Karpal to
clarify his previous strong stand
against the setting up of an Islamic state in Malaysia. Almost a
d ecade ago, Karpal had ruffled
PAS members when he declared
that there would be "an Islamic
state over my dead body." PAS'
goal of setting up an Islamic state
has been a stumbling block in
previous attempts to forge a
united opposition front with the
DAP.
"I was very hurt by your remarks," said the Muslim who
had dashed to the mike as soon
as the question-and-answer session started to ask I<arpal to explain his stand. Baiting Karpal,
someone in the crowd yelled,
"Tarik balik!" (withdraw the remarks), adding to the pressure on
the DAP leader.

How would Karpal handle this
delicate situation? For the first
time, a DAP forum had succeeded in drawing large numbers
of Malays - a mix of ADIL supporters, disenchanted UMNO
members, and PAS faithfuls, all
exuberant and high-spirited- besides the usual non-Malays and
NGO activists who had come in
the spirit of Reformasi.

the Constitution also provided
that all other religions may be
practised in peace and harmony.
"All religions are for fairness and
equality," he stressed . His remarks seemed to placate the
Malays present.

Would Karpal put the Muslims
off again? Indeed, the DAP
veteran's response would have a
significance that would extend
far beyond the confines of the
packed auditorium: it could either further cement or break the
new-found sense of unity among
opposition parties.

This episode illustrates the underlying differences and tensions
within the Reformasi movement,
which comprises a whole spectrum of Malaysians of various
ideological strands - Islamic
groups, DAP supporters, proAnwar lJM:KO members, ADlL
activists- seeking justice. Indeed,
the Islamic state issue is likely to
be a stumbling block- though not
an insurmountable one - in efforts to unite the various parties
in the Reformasi movement.

'We in the DAP are not anti-Islam," Karpal declared. "If I had
hurt anyone by my past remarks,
I apologise." At this, sections of
the audience- probably Muslims
-burst into applause. One Malay
following the proceedings from
one of the dosed circuit screens
outside shot a 'thumbs up' sign.

Karpa I went one step further and
offered to provide free Legal aid
to the relatives of the victims of
the Memali tragedy- a move that
went down well with the Muslims in the crowd, one of whom
had complained bitterly about
the authorities handling of the incident in the mid-1980s.

Karpal explained that the Constitution regards Islam as the officialreligion. "We accept that," he
continued, but pointed out that

Earlier that evening, as we were
driving to the Dewan for the 1ustice for AIL' forum, we got stuck
in a massive jam about a
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kilometre away from the venue.
The police were deployed at a
road-block and were scrutinising
each vehicle.

manity surged into the already inched her way forward to the
packed air-conditioned audito- stage.
rium. By now, it was standing
room only. On stage were DAP More and more, it seems that
secretary-general Lim Kit Siang, Azizah, who heads the new So"Oil no," we thought "Here they go Karpal, poet-cum-human rights cial Justice Movement (Adil), is
again .... "
lawyer Cecil Rajendra, journalist the only person who can bring
and ADlL protem committee together all the different strands
On our left was a red sporty Pro- member Rustam Sani, and ... the in the Reformasi movement. "It
ton Sa tria - with a big Refonnasi biggest attraction of them all, Dr was electrifying - that this
sticker on its back windscreen. WanAzizah!
humble person could command
On our right, another car- with a
so much admiration from the
"Justice for Anwar" sticker.
Still, the crowd kept streaming crowd," observed an Aliran
We were on the right track. ...
in .... Already Malays, Chinese member in the audience, of the
and Indians had filled the hall to superstar reception that Azizah
The police "checked" our road bursting point. So packed was the received. There was no doubting
tax, and then, hurriedly waved us auditorium that the organisers who the crowd's favourite was,
through. " Wimf a relief!"
resorted mid-way through the despite the presence of stalwarts
forum to inviting women who such as Karpal and Kit Siang, on
After parking near the venue, we were standing to come up on whose home turf in Tanjong sits
hurried across to the Dewan. Al- stage to sit on rows of scats the Dewan Sri Pinang.
ready scores of people were mak- placed behind the speakers.
ing a beeline for the hall. The talk
The organisers kicked off the
was to start at 8.30 pm, but by The Chinese guy on our right was evening by thanking the Police
8.15, the organisers could not ad- reading Harakah and then turned for allowing the talk to go ahead
mit any more as the hall was al- to the Malay gentleman seated (credit has to be given ·w here it's
ready packed with about 1,500 behind us to start an animated due).
people.
political discussion. Elsewhere in
the hall, others were engrossed Rustam recounted the injustice
We had a look around outside - reading A/iran Monthly!
surrounding h1s father Ahmad
four dose-circuit television sets
Boestaman's detention in the
Someone
said
that
he
had
seen
1950s and 60s, \Vhile Cecil spoke
had been placed at strategic Loas
a concerned Malaysian citizen
cations outside the hall and huge the Penang chief of police in uniabout
recent disturbmg political
crowds had already gathered form coming in earlier to take a
developments
and ended his
around them.
seat in the hall. The police presspeech
with
a
couple
of stirring
ence was barely noticeable alLooking around, we spotted though a few police trucks were poems.
friends and colleagues who had discreetly parked outside. Still,
all along been secret - and un- the place must have been swann- When it was Azizah's turn to
likely - Reformasi supporters. It ing with plainclothes police per- speak, she greeted the crowd in
Mandarin "Ni how malt?" (how
was like a big "coming-out" sonnel!
are
you?) in typical Amvarian
party - people whom you never
style.
In a soft, soothing, almost
expected to be there were there, When Azizah entered the hall,
mesmerising
voice, she reincluding many middle-class people of all ethnic groups rose
counted
the
ordeal
that she and
Malays: it was like innocent em- to their feet as one, chanting
her
family
had
to
go
through afployees by day, Reformasi sup- "Reformasi!" The auditorium
ter
Anwar
was
sacked
as deputy
porters by night.
shook with their thunderous
prime
minister.
When
she saw
heart-thumping cries. Those near
the
multi-ethnic
crowd
present
Faced with a huge crowd press- Azizah mobbed her, photograing forward, the organisers fi- phers jostled and cameras
nally relented and opened the flashed. The crowd broke out in '
Continued on p.lg l' ~4
doors for everyone. A sea of hu- rapturous applause, as she
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The Fear Of Change
Dispelling the misconceptions about Malaysia's relormasi movement
by Prof Chandra Muzaffar

There is a concerted attempt on the part of certain groups within the
Establishment
to
spread fear among the
Malaysian
people
about the struggle for
change espoused by the
reformasi movement.
Reformasi, they allege,
will lead inevitably to
chaos and conflict. The
Indonesian situation is
often cited as a case in
poinL Chinese Malaysians in particular are
warned every now and
then by Malaysian Chinese
Association
(MCA) leaders that they
should reject reformtJsi
- otherwise they too
will suffer the same fate
as their counterparts in
Indonesia.
Using a question-answer format, PROF
C H A N D R A
MUZAFFAR addresses
this and other related issues raised by those opposed to political
change in Malaysia.

II

segment of the Chinese Indonesian community was the target
of rioters and looters in
the wake of the overthrow of
President Suharto in May 1998.
Is there any reason to believe
that the same thing can happen
in Malaysia if the reformas i
movement here had its own
way?

To start with, we should correct
a widespread misconception
about the Indonesian riots and
reformasi perpetuated by certain
politicians and media figures in
the country. The major components of the Indonesian reforrnasi
movement -- students, academics, professionals and workers- were not involved in the riots
and looting, or the rapes.
Human rights groups in Jakarta
have produced substantial evidence to show that units within
the armed forces linked to
Suharto were mainly responsible
for the lawlessness and violence
that marred the May uprising. As
it has happened so often in history, it was yet another case of a
desperate dictator trying to cling
on to power by deliberately creating disturbances, which he
could then blame on the reformists.
If Suharto and his cohorts were
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behind the violence in May, how
does one explain the continuing
riots and killings? Whenever a
brutal, oppressive regime is overthrown, there is bound to be instability and even chaos for a period of time. This was the pattern after the French and Bolshevik Revolutions and certain other
mass upheavals in history. Because of the preceding repression, suppressed feelings of anger and rancour burst into the
open, once the dictatorship has
been brought down.
In the case of Indonesia there is
an additional factor. The armed
forces, which was a dominant
factor in Indonesian politics, is
losing its grip. Elements within
the Angkatan Bersenjata
Republik Indonesia (ABRI), it is
argued, are trying to destabilise

the situation through religious
riots and communal massacres so
that in the ensuing chaos, the
people will be forced to tum to
the armed forces to restore law
and order.
Now to answer the main question itself, one must bear in mind
that the lndonesian situation is,
in some important respects, very
different from the Malaysian situation. The economic disparities
between a section of the Chinese
community and the vast majority of indigenous Indonesians (often referred to as the Pribumi) are
so stark that it was possible for
unscrupulous elements to manipulate the anger and envy of
groups within the disadvantaged
many to target the wealth of the
affluent few.
In Malaysia, on the other hand,
economic inequities separating
the Chinese minority from the
Malay majority have been reduced considerably through the
vigorous implementation of an
affirmative action programme
over a period of more than 40
years. To put it in another way, it
would be much more difficult
today in a situation where there
is a well-heeled Malay middleclass, to mobilise mass Malay
sentiments against 'the Chinese
rich'. The success of Malaysia's
affirmative action programme
and the subsequent transformation of the Malaysian socia 1structure has made the position of the
Chinese relatively more secure
than it was in the sixties.
The Chinese position in Malaysia is more secure than in Indonesia for two other reasons. Since
Merdeka in 1957, the Chinese
have been part of the nation's

political elite. They are integral that is Malaysia. Since state and
to an inter-ethnic power-sharing society afford space and scope for
arrangement, which began with the expression of Chinese culture
the Alliance and has continued and Chinese identity, the commuwith the Barisan Nasional right nity feels psychologically more
up to the present. Besides, Chi- secure than many other Chinese
nese Malaysians play a promi- communities in Southeast Asia.
nent role in opposition politics
and constitute a significant pres- For all these reasons, it is wrong
ence in the nation's public life.
of Establishment politicians and
the mainstream media to frighten
In Indonesia, the Chinese had no Chinese Malaysians about the
role in politics under the Suharto reformasi movement.
regime or under President
Sukarno before that. The first But Chinese Malaysians cannot
person of Chinese origin to be- help but be scared especially
come a Cabinet Minister was Bob since the reformasi demonstraHassan, tht: iufamous SuhaJ:Lo tors turned violent in October
crony, in March 1998, just two 1998.
months before the regime fell.
Because the Chinese, both at the The reformasi demonstrators did
community and individual level, not turn violent. When demonhad no political presence they strations were at their peak, inwere particularly vulnerable to cluding the Kampung Baru demthe pulls and pressures of mass onstration of 24 October 1998, the
demonstrators went out of their
politics.
way to ensure that they remained
Chinese Indonesians also lacked steadfast to their principle of
the cultural resilience to with- struggling for change through
stand any political onslaught on peaceful mean~ . Contrary to the
the community. This was partly lies pedalled by the media, the
because of the assimilative cul- demonstrators in Kampung Baru
tural policy of the Indonesian and elsewhere had no weapons,
State, which demanded that the no harmful objects. Observers
Chinese surrender crucial aspects had noted how restrained they
of their identity. They could not, were. It was the police and their
for instance, study their language agents who resorted to violence
through the school system or --by water cannoning, tear-gaspublish newspapers in Chinese. sing and beating up peaceful
demonstrators on a number of
Chinese culture and Chinese occasions.
identity by comparison, are solidly anchored in the Malaysian Why did the police use force on
reality. The Chinese language is the demonstrators? Because the
not only taught in Malaysian Malaysian police, like the Malayschools; it is also a medium in the sian political leadership, does not
public broadcasting system. Chi- recognise the right of the people
nese religions, rituals and festi- to demonstrate peacefully
vals, like Chinese music, art and against the government of the
drama, continue to thrive within day. They do not realise that the
the multi-cultural environment right to peaceful assembly i!. one
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of the civil liberties embodied in expulsion from the United
the Malaysian Constitution. It is Malays National Organisation
a fundamental human right con- (UMNO) on 3 September 1998.
tained in the Universal Declara- Initially, the anger against Dr.
tion of Human Rights.
Mahathir Mohamad was strongest within the rank-and-file of
Like the rest of his colleagues in UMNO. A number of Malay
government, the new Home Af- based organisations with close
fairs Minister, Abdullah Ahmad links to Anwar such as the
Badawi, also does not appreciate Angkatan Belia Islam Malaysia
this basic principle about demo- (ABIM), the Jamaah Islah Malaycratic governance. Nonetheless, sia (JIM) and the Persatuan
he recognises that the police KebangsaanPelajar-Pelajar Islam
should exercise restraint, that it Malaysia (PKPIM) were also
should not use 'excessive force' deeply incensed by Mal1athir's
in dealing with peaceful demon- autocratic action against Anwar.
strations. ft is an admission, on
the part of the Minister, that the But right from the outset, the isconduct of the police has been sues generated by Anwar's sackanything but exemplary in the ing were not perceived as ethnic
last few months.
in any way. The concerns among
his Malay supporters were the
To make amends, Abdullah is increasing concentration of
now asking the police to put on a power with one man within
smiling face. But that is not UMNO and the government; the
enough. He should establish an manipulation of a biased media
independent commission of in- to shame and smear Anwar; the
quiry to find out who triggered misuse of the legal process to
off the violence in the Kampung prosecute Anwar; the utter conBaru demonstration and in some tempt for professional ethics
of the other demonstrations. The within the police; and the chaltruth, the entire truth, should be lenge of the judiciary. As the
made known to the public. Once Anwar crisis unfolded, they also
aware
of
the
the public knows the truth, there became
will be less fear about change and monopolisation of corporate
reform. Many more Malaysians wealth by a coterie close to cerwill be willing to stand up and tain powerful political personalities; attempts by the ruling elite
fight for justice.
to protect this coterie in the midst
It is not just the demonstrations; of the economic crisis; and the
many Chinese and Indian Ma- alleged abuse of power and corlaysians are concerned that the ruption of the elite.
reformasi movement is largely
Malay. How does the movement What has sustained these issues
relate to non-Malay interests?
as non-communal concerns is the
approach adopted by A nwar
Ibrahim,
his wife Dr. Wan Azizah
lt is true that as far as its support
is concerned, the movement is and other leaders of the reform
largely Malay. This is mainly be- movement. In all their speeches
cause the catalyst for the Move- and public comments they have
ment was Anwar Ibrahim's harsh focused upon authoritarianism,
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the decline of the institutions of
governance, the concentration of
wealth and corporate corruption,
as non-communal issues which
should concern each and every
Malaysian, regardless of ethnic
origin. This was the thrust of
Anwar'sPermatangPauh Declaration of 12 September 1998 just
as it was the message from the
ADIL Declaration proclaimed by
Azizah on 10 December 1998.
It is significant, in this regard, that
the Pergerakan Keadilan Sosial
(ADIL), a reform movement committed to social justice which
grew out of the Anwar crisis, is a
multi-ethnic, multi-religious
group whose membership is
open to all Malaysians. Indeed,
Azizah and the other founding
members of ADIL made a conscious decision to create a multiethnic movement, which would
uphold justice, compassion and
virtue as universal values transcending community and culture. If, and when, the reform
movement establishes a political
party, the likelihood is that it will
also be multi-ethnic. Very few
movements or parties who owe
their origin to a crisis within
UMNO have been multi-ethnic in
membership, objectives and orientation.
It is interesting that more and
more Chinese and Indian Malaysians from all walks of life are
coming forward to support and
work with the reform movement
and ADIL. They are beginning
to empathise with ADIL's multiethnic mission. They realise that
a multi-ethnic movement, which
is Malay-led and Malay-based,
holds the promise and the potential of uniting Malaysia's diverse
communities into 'one family'.

president, Anwar participated ac- gious dialogues.
tively in inter-faith dialogues and
forged close links with Buddhist, Anwar's track record inside and
Hindu and Christian associa- outside government shows that
tions. It is sometimes forgotten he has painstakingly endeavthat it was Anwar who in 1979 oured to build bridges between
denounced ethnic discrimination the different communities. In
Whatever Anwar's shortcom- in matters pertaining to social jus- some respects, his approach has
ings, he is certainly not a lan- tice and urged ABIM members to been far more sophisticated than
guage or religious extremist. !tis transcend religious exclusivity in that of some long serving polititrue that as President of the the quest for a common human- cians who are only capable of
Malay language society at the ity.
mouthing hackneyed cliches
about inler-elhnic harmony.
University uf Malaya in Lht:! late
sixties, Anwar had championed After joining government in 1982, Such politicians- as any honest
wider use of Malay as the sole Anwar brought together the evaluation of their performance
official and national language-- Youth Wing of UMNO, the MCA, will reveal -- are not averse to
a just demand given the patheti- the MIC, the Gerakan and other manipulating communal sentically limited role of the language component parties of the Barisan ments when it suits their interin those days. At that time, Dr. to adopt a common position on ests.
Mahathir was also at the forefront issues sucl1 as the eradication of
of efforts to strengthen the posi- poverty and the elimination of All said and done, however, the
tion of the official and national corruption. It was the first time issue is not Anwar's commitment
that an UMNO Youth leader had to unity and harmony or even the
language.
taken such an initiative. Anwar injustice done to him. For the
Once Malay became better estab- was also one of those govern- challenge before us goes beyond
lished as the language of the land, ment leaders who pushed hard Anwar. It would be wrong thereAnwar began advocating that for the establishment of a Youth fore, to focus on one man. If the
Malay students develop greater Unit Trust Fund open to any Ma- struggle for change a11d reform is
fluency in English and should not laysian, irrespective of ethnic ori- to succeed, Malaysians must
never forget what is at stake in
be averse to even mastering a gin.
the crisis that engulfs the nation.
third language, such as Chinese
is a crisis about the rights
This
or Arabic. However, he has not At the level of ideas, he launched
and
dignity
of the people; about
ceased to promote the national seminars on great Asian personlanguage as an effective instru- alities beginning with the na- the integrity of the instruments of
ment for fostering the social in- tional hero of the Philippines, governance; about honesty in
tegration of multi-cultural Ma- Jose Rizal. This year the focus public life; about the moral founwould have been on Sun Yat Sen. dation of our society.
laysia.
By exposing young Malaysians in
On religion, it is An war's leader- particular to illustrious names This is why the present struggle
ship of ABIM in the seventies, from different religious and cu1- for justice is so important: it is
which is largely responsible for tural traditions, Anwar hoped to worth every ounce of sacrifice.O
this erroneous view that he is open up their minds to the
some Islamic extremist. ABrM nation's rich and varied heritage.
Prof Chandra Mumfft:u is
was, and still is, an Islamic An even more significant initiapresident of the IntemtJorganisation which, while pro- tive of his was the inauguration
tional Mo'llement for 11
moting Islamic values and an Is- of the civilisational dialogue beJust World (JUST) and
lamic way of life within the Mus- tween Islam and Confucianism in
pro-tem trice-president of
lim community, has always 1995- a bold trailblazer in a sothe Social Justice Muwsought to co-operate with non- ciety where the state had hitherto
ment (ADIL).
Muslim groups in the larger in- refrained from getting involved
terest of the nation. As ABIM in inter-cultural and i.nter-reliWhile the movement's multiethnic goals are laudable, there
are some non-Malays who are
worried about Anwar. Is Anwar
a language or religious extremist?
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Last Days
Be grateful, don't take political
stability for granted; the West
is wicked and decadent; the
West recognises homosexuality; the Westis anti-Islam. Here
we go again, as they say, or
rather, there goes Dr M again.
That old, familiar refrain can
get a little stale after 17 years
but the man whom so many
Malaysians have disconnected
with seems to think that he can
pull off another mandate for the
ruling party with more of the
same. Act One is being played
out as a prelude to the Sabah
elections. The only trouble is,
from Sabah he plans to proceed
to each of the other states that's 14 more stops I rant-andraves altogether and may God
help us!
There are, however, two consoling aspects to this depressing
picture. One, this will be Dr M's
last general election and two,
the potential of the rakyat as-

propaganda which has unseated Selia and IT to become
its most frequently (alas!) aired
tu11e. It has the usua 1
uninspiring lyrics centred on
the theme of unity and fighting
some undefined enemy! The
way these guys go on, you'd
think that World War Two
never really ended. It also
seems to be of indeterminate
title. What's clear is that the
song is preceded by aud ends
with a huge logo of a capitalM
embedded in a red heart. M for
Mesra? Or Malaysia? Or
Mahathir? How about some
clarification, Tok Mat? And if
serting their will this general the M stands for Mahathir,
election has never been kindly remove the red heart,
brighter. We are, it is said, wit- thank you.
ness to the end of the Mahathir
era and what a sad, sad end it
Bye•Bye
has been for him. He has become the butt of jokes on the
Internet, a rallying point for the Some reasons for the deluge of
opposition political parties, and well-wishers at Seri Perdana
a metaphor for all that seems during Hari Raya not stated in
wrong with this country. In the mainstream media:
years to come, it is like! y the • An indication of how hard
Mahathir years will be rememthe economic crisis has hit
bered as much for the fast-leapthe stomach;
forward style of development • Lack of alternative entertainment;
he was so obsessed with as that
for his authoritarian political • They wanted to see if Dr M
and his family were really
style. And yes, he will be remembered for his action
as fabulously rich as
againsthishandpickedsuccesAnwar Ibrahim has
sor.
claimed;
• They wanted to beg Dr M
to stay on until the next
But even as Malaysians are p reelections
(because he has
paring to usher him out, his
become the opposition's
Cabinet cronies are still falling
best chance of doing well);
over one auother to boost his
ego, repair his battered image, • They wanted to say
goodbye to Dr M.
and project him as some sort of
indispensable hero. Take for iustance,RTM's latest lagu (song)

*****

*****
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BUnkered
They say it's quite interesting
being a Malaysian student in
London these days. Figures
from both sides of the political
camp (Mahathir versus Anwar)
seem to be falling over themselves to win the students to
their side (guilty as hell versus
political conspiracy of the highest order). It seems that this
overseas campaigning is now a
matter of some controversy and
in the dangerous territory of
contempt of court. Quite a
number of people think the
hammer of contempt would
have come down fast and hard
on these campaigners were it
not for the fact that one of them
is none other than our dear
Prime Minister. Moreover, most
Malaysians find this whole idea
of not being allowed to discuss
an ongoing case rather silly and
annoying. It's not as if there is
a jury to be influenced and as
for our judges, aren't they supposed to be above all that's being said on the ground? Or
aren't they?
Meanwhile, the Education
Ministry has taken the drastic
step of termi11ating all its subscriptions to the Far Eastern Economic Review, Asiaweek, and international Herald Tribune. The
reason: too critical of the government and, according to the
Deputy Minister, something
about one-sided coverage and
putting Malaysia in a bad light
in the world. The Deputy Minister did not say what those
critical views are but it must be
relating to either The Anwar
Ibrahim Trial or The Economy,

or both, since these two issues
take home the Oscars for Most
Sensitive Performance. One can
ten how sensitive by the way
the local media treads gently or
not at all around them. Unfortunately, while one is considered a show, the other is
thought to be showing little improvement.
Anyway, for fear of being cited
for contempt together with our
esteemed Prime Minister and
Anwar's advocates, we shall go
back to poking fun at the
Deputy Education Minister.
Surely this minor politician
knows that the most critical
views of Malaysia and its political leaders are no longer
found in established sources of
publication but in the Internet
and posted by Malaysians
themselves.
There,
in
cyberspace, Netters tear the
Anwar Trial to shreds, call the
judge all manner of names,
delve into the lacklustre professional backgrounds of the public prosecutors, cook up jokes
about the witnesses and demand the resignation of Dr M.
They also offer all sorts of reasons for U1e economic crisis that
weshallncverever in our wildest dreams read in the mainstream papers. Thus, the action
against those foreign publications is little more than acts of
spite and attempts at pleasing
the master.
But another Deputy Minister
Ibrahim Ali has gone a step further at pleasing the master. He
has threatened to sue those
who slander UMNO leaders
and the government. Wow!
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Can you imagine how the
Courts are going to be clogged
up with cases! The only guys
smiling at the idea are the lawyers as they think of the business rolling in. The rest of us are
rolling in laughter. Wasn't this
the same guy who had set up
some sort of vigilante group to
hunt down homosexuals? How
about going after your homos
first before you go after the enemies of the state, Datuk? After that, you might want to go
after unmarried mothers, then
those who smuggle cooking oil
across the border and we'll try
to think up a few more targets
for your hunting pleasure. Such
an energetic petty despot (????)
... little wonder he used to hop
from one party to another.

*****

Over The Moon

Deputy PM : SHll i11 tile honeymoon
phase?

Abdullah Ahmad Badawi is
still in the honeymoon phase of
his new post as Deputy Prime
Minister. The honeymoon
might have been sweeter had it
not been for llis concurrent appointment as Home Minister,

the most controversial ministry Anwar Ibrahim's demise. The (well, well, aren't we beginning to sound like those politicians when they are about to
not to offend the police (he is renegade group) want his embark on something comMr Nice Guy, remember?). In- scalp. One of the reasons they pletely the reverse of public
stead he has been droning on are putting up is that he was interest?), the venue be inabout the need for the police to close to Anwar Ibrahim! Oh, oh, stalled with the most up-tobe warm and friendly. Warm how true but surely that is not date fire-fighting equipment
and friendly? This guy is not a good enough reason to get rid and that the fire brigade be on
only on honeymoon, he is on of him. Besides, he has so constant stand-by. Just in case
the moon! The Minister should swiftly shown that he can fire breaks out and destroys
get to the point or as they say it switch affections for he had the evidence .... speaking
in no-manners America, "It's rushed to the airport to wel- from past experience lah!
the corruption, stupid!"
come Pak Lab on the latter's
first journey home to Penang as
If the new DPM catmot even DPM.
Wha Is e p To?
say the word, how is he going to deal with it? And apart Koh is not too bad a leader in
from the corruption, there is the sense that he is not
that cavalier air that seems to plagued with all those
have permeated the police rumours that dog other bigforce in recent times, an air of time politicians - land,
arrogance, of a shoot first and wealth, women. So perhaps
ask questions later modus op- the renegades should just
erandi. Then there is that lack come out in the open and adof professionalism and an mit that their main grievances
over-dependence on com- have to do with being in the
pelled confessions and cau- wrong camp and getting
tioned statements to win a victimised for it. For that is
case. Forensic science meth- how political squabbles usuods are almost non-existent in ally begin. If you are not in the
the force. Meanwhile the Act- right camp, you are not privy
ing IGP has announced that to inner circle decision-mak- This picture of Attorney-Gen11,000 policemen will be sent ing; you do not get contracts; eral Tan Sri Mohtar Abdullah
for courses on PR (Good you do not get to cut corners was taken outside the court
morning, how are you? Please and make a fast buck; and you where the Anwar Ibrahim Trail
show me your driving licence have to work hard like every- is on. No prizes for the right
and your wallet); morals (lam body else. So don't expect our answer but do you think the Avery religious but if the Prime sympathies, you guys.
G is:
Minister asks me to say black
is white, then black is white);
A Greeting reporters
B Ordering Nescafe '0' Dua
and ethics (What is that,
Fire-Fighting
please?). Corne, come Pak Lah.
C Offering the Peace Sign to
The work of the special comReformasi supporters
mission to investigate Anwar D Claiming Victory even before the trail is over (conIbrahim's black eye has
Storm In Penang
tempt, man!)
started. And what a start it
Poor Dr Koh Tsu Koon, he has been! We suggest that in
seems to bethelatestvictirn of the interest of the public
- byNNPin the government. To date, it (Gerakan) natives are restless
is clear that Pa k Lah is at pains and they (albeit a small and

*****

*****

*****
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Commission ollnquiry:

Malaysians Will Not
Tolerate Another Delay

g

rime Minister Dr
Mahathir Mohamad
was not driven by any
sense of outrage for what was
done to Anwar Ibrahim when
he announced the formation of
a commission of inquiry to
probe the injuries his former
deputy suffered as a result of
police brutality. He did not act
because he was revolted that
the instruments of law and order have become apparatus of
violence for the state. He did
not act because he was convinced that the government
must be accountable to the
people.
He acted because he finally succumbed to tremendous political
pressure and an unprecedented
outpouring of public anger that
he could no longer ignore. He
was pressured to act as a politician who was feeling the heat.
"The sentiment is dearly boiling," he admitted at the press
conference announcing the setting up of the commission of inquiry and a scaling down of
exorbitant toll hikes, which had
also provoked howls of protest.
If he was a reasonable and compassionate man, he would have
immediately heeded the public
outcry demanding an independent commission of inquiry af-

ter Anwar disclosed that police
had brutalised him
after his arrest. If
Mahathir had acted
earlier, the Malaysian nation would
have known the
truth and the identity of the despicable perpetrator(s)
of this ghastly
crime by now and
those found guilty
would have been
charged with assault and battery.
Still, it is better late
than never - though
Malaysians are in
no mood to tolerate another mental question: will justice be
long delay in establishing the done and be seen to be done
truth. The commission's work without fear or favour?
should begin immediately.
Abu Talib is also remembered
That said, the appointment of as the man who ordered the deAbu Talib brings back bad struction of the incriminating
memories of the tragic conse- Vijandran tapes and photoquences of the 1988 judicial cri- graphs, which :saved the
sis. That sad episode, unfortu- Mahathir administration from
nately, according to many Ma- much embarrassment. With this
laysians, was the beginning of unfortunate background, most
the growing erosion of confi- Malaysians will find it difficult
dence in the Malaysian judi- to accept him as a member of
ciary. He was very closely asso- the commission of mquiry.
ciated with that sad saga, which
rocked the very foundations of In any case, since the terms of
our system of justice and reference for the commission
brought to the fore the funda- have not been disclosed, Aliran
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proposes that:
• the commission should complete its work wi thin two
months;
• the hearings be conducted
publicly and t:tai1sparently;
• the final report be submitted
to Parliament (and NOT to
the Attorney General) and simultaneously released to the
public. The Attorney General, who failed to shed any
light into the assault in the
four months available to him
and sat on the special investigation team 's report for six
weeks, should not have any
part in the current inves tigation.
It is Aliran's hope and prayer
that this commission will get to
the bottom of the truth and nail
the thugs and goons who assaulted Anwar and continue to
masquerade as officers of law
and order.

Aliran also proposes another independent commission to urgently look into the integrity
and professionalism of the police force - in the light of complaints of police brutality and
numerous instances of questionable conduct - and recommend reforms to restore public
confidence in the police force as
an institution. Such a commission should also examine the
need for the Special Branch and
its harsh methods of interrogation including its use of despicable 'turning over' and
'neutralising' methods.

Jogging Mahathir's
Memory•••

g

he prime minister 's
comments in trying to
justify Abu Talib's inclusion in the commission of
inquiry to identify Anwar's
assailant(s) arc bewildering:
"Was he (Abu Talib) found
guilty of destroying evidence?" Mahathir asked in res pon se to Aliran's earlier
statement objecting to the
former Attorney-General's
appointment to the commission. "He should be charged
if it is true but this is just the
same kind of suspicion
thrown at a person without
any basis.... You can't
penalise people on that basis
- it is not something that is
proven; it is just hearsay."

that Azizan was not charged
even though he had confessed
that he had been allegedly
sodomised - unlike Sukma and
Munawar who were charged
and jailed for sodomy after they
had "confessed".
Aliran is 100 per cent behind
Mahathir when he says that
"you can't penalise people on
that basis (of suspicion) - it is
not something that is proven; it
is just hearsay."

On what basis then did he dismiss Anwar? Mahathir
claimed that he made the decision on moral grounds after
speaking to some people personally. Wasn't that just hearsay since these allegations of
It looks like Mahathir's sexual misconduct were unmemory has to be jogged a little proven then and they remain
to remind him of recent history. unproven now?
It is a fact that 11 videotapes and
4 envelopes containing photo- Mahathir's credibility is at its
graphs in the Vijandran case lowest now- many Malaysians
were destroyed. It is a fact that just don't believe him anymore.
Abu Talib issued the instruc- After 18 years at the helm, it is
tions for them to be destroyed. time for him to step down
It is a fact that a heated debate honourably.
flared in Parliament. It is a fact
P Ramakrislman
that Mahathir said that the
President
former Attorney-General used
3 Febmary 1999
his discretion and advised the
police to destroy the videotapes
and photographs.
The accompanying articles

But the former A-G was not
P Ramakrislman charged for issuing instructions
President to destroy the evidence. This is
28 January 1999 just as perplexing as the fact
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provide background informlltion to Abu Talib's role
in tire destruction of evidence

Shame!
... the government succeeded in concealing the truth •••
it destroyed the evidence ...

g

he government has speaker of Parliament. And, not
done it again. It has cov- to be outdone, 'This government
ered up yet another is most concerned about integscandal.
rity," proclaims the Minister of
Education. That is the biggest
We never thought it would suc- laugh of it all.
ceed this time. For a while
it looked as if the naked
truth was staring at the
whole nation. The bare facts
were there for all of us to see.
And yet the government
succeeded in concealing the
truth.
This time it destroyed the
evidence. There was another occasion when it concocted evidence to destroy
an innocent human being.
The government - the Prime
Minister, the Attorney-General and a few of their cronies - went to great lengths
to get rid of the then Lord
:-:!"7 :.:-a::
..-:-:..:.=:f,~::_.....,.-==:
President, Tun Salleh Abas.
:. ..,_._ ....._
... ...............
"'• ,......_. ,. n. ..... ._L•---fn..
...... : . l These men lied, they fabricated, they deceived, they A/iran Monthly Vo/.10 No.11990
distorted, they concealed
and they camouflaged in order to
get what they wanted. The tri- A government that cherishes inbunal that found Tun Salleh tegrity would want to establish
the truth as soon as a serious alguilty was a farce, a charade.
legation is made involving one of
But the Deputy Speaker of Par- its officials: It will investigate on
liament goes on long leave. I le its own. It will not wait for the
does not resign. "Every man is opposition or the public to mount
innocent until he is p r oven pressure. It will want to clear its
guilty," they chant in chorus. name. It will demand that the of"Justice must be done," says the ficial who is allegedly involved
Prime Minister. "The rule of Jaw in the scandal steps down while
must be upheld," pontificates the investigations are going on.
~

....

. .._.....

~

That is how a government with
integrity will act. It will manifest
a strong sense of right and wrong.
Its commitment to ethical standards, to moral values, will be so
overwhelming that no wrongdoer will dare to loiter around
the corridors of power.
What morality is the Barisan
Nasional leadership talking
about? How many allegations
of wrong-doings involving sex
and women has the government investigated?
What about the allegations involving a couple of Ministers
in one instance, a deputy Minister in another instance, a
Chief Minister in a third instance? Was the whole truth
ever known? Did anyone resign? Did anyone even ask for
forgiveness or seek repentance?

\& :• ................ ......
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Compare our situation to the
Japanese Prime Minister a
year ago, who quit his high office the moment a magazine a lleged that he was once involved
with a geisha girl. Remember
Bob Hawke, the Australian
Prime Minister who confessed
in a television inten·iew, about
his extra-marital affairs? Remember Gary Hart, 011e of the
Democratic Party's Presidential
aspirants in the 1988 American
Presidential elections, who quit
the race as soon as his illicit re-

lationship with a woman be·
came public knowledge?
Ourleadersdon'tquit. Theystay
on and on. And keep on 'cover·
ing up'. There is no sense of
shame. There is no sense of
honour.

Whitewash
Over Blue Tapes?
Questions &ut no answers

g

And yet our leaders talk inces·
he newspapers have
santly about integrity and hon·
been selling like hot
esty. They once promised us a
cakes lately. Everyone
bersih (clean) administration, an wants to know the latest on the
amanah (trustworthy) govern· pornographic video tapes scan·
ment. Bersih • after all these scan· dal.
dais? Amanalr - after destroying
the evidence in the Vijandran The affair has really captured the
video affair?
nation's imagination. Actually, if
one looks closely, there are two
Can we be blamed if some of us scandals · the Vijandran scandal
have become totally disillusioned and the Abu Talib scandal. The
with the ruling regime? Can we first one was of course ignited by
be blamed if some of us are to. the allegation that Dewan Rakyat
tally revolted by the hypocrisy deputy speaker D.P. Vijandran
and fraudulence that confronts us had been featured in several por·
everyday?
nographic video tapes. Barely a
month later, while the dirt and
But the Mahathir leadership dust was still swirling over the
knows that how some of us feel claim, the Attomey·General crewill not affect its power or its ated yet another scandal with his
authority. For the government explanation of why investigation
controls the press. If a scandal into the video tapes affair was
breaks out, there will be a bit of closed.
noise for a few days and then the
press will be told to shut up. And As such, there are now two vi tal
it will obey the master, without questions begging answer. First,
as much as a whimper. What should Mr. Vijandran be disquali·
other institution is there that can fied as a Member of Parliament?
check the arrogant display of (He seems to have defied public
state power? The Judiciary? Par· opinion · several Cabinet mem·
liament? The Opposition? The hers were reported to be of simi·
lar opinion · to resign as deputy
public?
speaker by merely taking long
But will the public react · react Leave). Second, what is to be
not in coffee shops and at cock· done about the Attomey..Ceneral
tail parties. Can public opinion Tan Sri Abu Talib Othman? His
be mobilised and organised to statement that he had ordered the
expose blatant wrongdoings? police to destroy 11 video tapes
That is the crucial question that and four envelopes containing
confronts us as we begin the last photographs and negatives b~
decade of the twentieth longing to Mr. Vijandran · and
with Mr. Vijandran's consent century.O
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caused an outraged uproar and
led several groups and individu·
als to publicly accuse the govern·
ment of a cover·up.
The AG's handling of the case has
brought odium and contempt to
the high office that he occupies
and he should resign immedi·
ately. Aliran views his action as
a blatant attempt to destroy evi·
dence and to subvert the course
of justice. Even more deplorable
is that this is not the first time that
the AG has been implicated up
to the eyeballs in covering up
scandals and in protecting those
responsible for abuse of power.
The public has not forgotten his
part in covering up the BMF scan·
dal and his Machiavellian role in
the events leading to the dis·
missal of the former Lord Pr~i·
dent Tun Salleh Abas.
The Prime Minister's response to
the affair is greatly disappointing.
ft is not enough for Da tuk Seri Dr.
Mahathir Mohamad to say that
the AG used his discretion in ad·
vising police to destroy the video
tapes and photographs. The PM
should order an investigation
into the conduct of the AG for a
number of reasons.
For almost a month since the sex
scandal hit the headlines, the
public was led to believe- on the
basis of statements by the Deputy
Home Minister and high ranking
police officials - that investiga·
tions into the case were still on.

Little did the public know that because there was insufficient evivideo tapes and photographs had dence that they were the ones who
already been destroyed on the in- stole them. However, he could not
struction of the AG way back in explain why the men were not
January 1989. Were some people charged with possession of stolen
in authority lying? Was· there a property.
deliberate attempt to deceive the
people? Or was it a genuine mis- There is also no question that the
take on the part of the
police? Or was it a problem of miscommunication between the AG and
the public?
The public has a right to
answers to all these
questions. As it is, many
people are indignant and
shocked over the way
the scandal has been
handled and they are
convinced that the destruction of the video
tapes is part of a massive
cover-up. They very
rightly feel the authorities are trying to bluff
their way out.

.-

There is another reason
why the PM should act
immediately. It has been
argued in legal circles
that the AG overstepped
the bounds of his authority when he ordered the
evidence destroyed. If
he has indeed abused his
powers, then the PM
should order an investigation into the scandal.
Did the AG have certain
reasons, best known to
him, in ordering the destruction
of the tapes and photographs?
Did he do so to protect certain individuals?
The AG also claimed that he could
not prosecute the men caught with
the stolen tapes and photographs

video tapes and photographs belonged to Mr. Vijandran and were
part of the contents of the safe
which the burglars stole from the
MIC leader's bedroom. Why
then was no action taken against
Mr. Vijandran for lodging a false
police report as he had initiaUy
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reported to the police that the safe
contained important MIC documents?
This gives rise to another set of
qu~lion:.. Neither the PM or the
AGnor any public official has denied the aUegation that the video
tapes were pornographic in contents. As
such, it seems as though
the AG has failed in his
duty by not prosecuting
the owner of the video
tapes. Shouldn't action
be taken against the AG
for failing to carry out
his duties? lsn'tit all the
more important for the
PM to act in this instance
since the allegation of
the pornographic tapes
involves a public figure?
The PM has a responsibility to institute an investigation into the conduct of the AG.
It is not enough for the
PM to sidetrack the issue by saying that the
AG used his discretion.
For after all, what is discretion? The Oxford
Dictionary defines discretion as the "liberty of
suiting one's action to
circumstances" or an
"excuse for co'"'ardice".
For the man-tn-thestreet, there is little
doubt which definition
best suits the AG's handling of this terrible scandal.O

Alira11 Executive Committee

Showdown In Buntong
With the City Council's demolition squad at their doorstep,
retiree/ Council workers ancl their families living in shanty
wooclen houses are standing up to demand alternative housing.
by D. Jeyakumar

g

he 120-odd families residing in wooden
houses within the
boundaries of the Municipal Quarters at Jln Sg Pari Jln Spooner in Buntong, Jpoh,
knew that the land that they had
been living on for the past 20- 50
years had been earmarked for development by the Ipoh City
Council (DBI). However, being
either retired DBI workers or the
families of former workers, they
felt that they should be offered alDemolition
ternative housing as they had
done the heavy menial jobs of The residents were therefore
keeping lpoh clean for the past quite shocked and alarmed when
several decades with minimal the DBI moved in with the demowages. Besides, most of them lition contractors on 16 December
had no houses of their own else- 1998. The roofs of five houses in
where. Also, the Perak Menteri one of the labour lines were disBesar had given the assurance in mantled before the residents
January 1998 that all long-term gathered in sufficient numbers to
peneroka bandar (urban settlers) stop further demolition.
will be offered alternative housIn July 1998. the residents of the
ing.
wooden houses had heard
The lpoh Datuk Bandar (Mayor) rumours that the OBI was going
further allayed their fears about to demolish many of the old
eviction when in a meeting with labour lines. This was disquietthe resident's committee in ing as the residents of the
March 1998 he assured them they wooden houses shared water
could stay on for at least three supply and toilets with the labour
years, and that he would support lines. The residents also feared
their applications to the State that the dust generated when the
asbestos roofs of the labour lines
Government for housing lots.
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were tom down would pose an
immense health hazard to them
and their children.
They wrote to the Datuk Bandar
in August 1998 expressing these
concerns and asked for a meeting with him to discuss them. In
September 1998, the residents'
committee wrote to the Health
Department asking for an assessment of the asbestos hazard that
might arise if the roofs of the
labour lines were demolished.
The Health Department responded with a field survey and,
in December 1998, furnished a report stating categorically that the
86 families still residing in the
labour lines as well as the 120odd families in the wooden
squatter houses should all be

evacuated before the labour lines copies of all the relevant letters lines. A few residents went to see
are demolished. The residents and asked to help foster a process him. He expressed sympathy but
said that he would lose his dewere relieved to receive the of dialogue.
Health Department's report, for
posit if he did not proceed with
although there was no n;sponse Despite this, there was another the demolition. He claimed that
to their requests for a meeting attempt at demolition on 21 De- the main contractor, Sri Nandong
with the Datuk Bandar, they felt cember- the roofs of another two Enterprise, had already arranged
that the DBI, being a responsible houses were torn down before for FRU support, and advised us
statutory body, would definitely the residents managed to stop the not to get hurt by trying to stop
not proceed with any demolition contractors. When the residents him again.
until alternative housing was went to make a police report, the
High Court InJunction
provided. The residents were police were hostile. They accused
therefore quite shocked and hor- the residents of being illegal
rified on 16 December to discover squatters and tried to identify At the emergency meeting called
that the Datuk Bandar had de- those who had "instigated" the on 22 December, the residents'
cided to proceed with the demo- residents, totally ignoring the committee decided to go for an
lition despite the Health complaint that the Datuk urgent ex-parte injunction the
Bandar's action was putting the following day. The residents
Department's advice.
health of more than 200 families were very fortunate to find sympathetic officials at the lpoh High
Urgent Appeal
at risk.
Court as well as a legal firm that
for Dialogue
On the morning of 22 December, was prepared to drop its work to
The DBI residents attempted to the Datuk Bandar visited the site help prepare an affidavit and
foster a dialogue with the Datuk of demolition. Some committee present this before the High
Bandar between 17 and 22 De- members showed him the Health Court judge within four hours.
cember. A 10-member team went report. The Datuk Bandar replied The injunction was granted at
to the Datuk Bandar's office to that that report was addressed to about 3.30 pm on 23 December
deliver a copy of the Health De- the residents and not to him, and and was served on the OBI the
partment report with a covering walked away. Later that day, six following morning. The demoliletter. The Datuk Bandar came members of the residents com- tion had been halted- for the time
to his room while we were there, mittee attempted to go to the being.
but he refused to meet the resi- Datuk Bandar's office but were
dents. The residents took pains barred at the gate by DBI secu- At the inter-parte hearing in chamto impress upon his personal as- rity guards. DBI officials were bers on6 January 1999, OBI's lawsistant that the Datuk Bandar contacted by phone but they yers claimed that the plaintiffs
should be shown the Health were not able to arrange a meet- were not ex-employees, and that
ing with the Datuk Bandar or the as "illegal squatters" they had no
Department's report.
legal advisor. The 50-odd resi- legal rights. They asked for the
On 19 December, a 6-member dents who had gathered at the injunction to be lifted immediately.
delegation attempted to meet the DBI office by then decided to The residents' lawyers argued that
Ipoh OCPD. As he was on leave, stage a demonstration (which re- the demolition of the asbestos
they were referred to the Special ceived very minimal coverage in roofs would pose a serious health
hazard and that irrespective of the
Branch chief of Kinta District. the local press.)
residents' status, they should be
The residents explained the en11
We will come with
protected from such hazardous extire situation and asked the police to help foster a dialogue be- the FRU In two days 61 posure. The Court ruled that the
injunction should be extended
tween the par ties, stressing that
the residents wished to settle this By this time, the residents had until the next inter-parte hearing
issue through a negotiation. In manage to identify the subcon- in chambers on 27 January.
addition, a few Ipoh City Coun- tractor who had got the job of
cillors were approached, given tearing down 10 of the labour The DBI residents now face an
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uncertain future. Will the State
Government respond favourably
to their appeal for housing lots,
or will the State Government use
its considerable po'Jers under
the National Land Code to initiate eviction proceedings against
the residents of the wooden
houses? In any case, being forced
to come together to defend their
rights has fostered a new sense
of pride, unity and shared responsibility
among
the
residents.O

~~
Submitted to the MB on 28 December 1998

• One housing lot for each of the families with wooden
houses.
• Lots within Buntong.
• At reasonable costs.
• Resettlement within two years as OBI wants this land.
• Commitment to settle our housing problems through
negotiations.

SuratAkuan
Saya, En Marimuthu a/1 Sinnan, KP 221212-08-5229 (1435488) dengan sa-sunggoh dan
sebenamya mengaku bahawa
1) Saya telah berkerja untuk Municipality selama lebih daripada 30 tahun. Saya telah bersara
pada tahun 1975.
2) Saya telah duduk di OBI Quarters Nombar 114 semasa saya berkerja.

Selepas saya bersara, pegawai OBI panggil saya kosongkan quarters saya. Tetapi saya
tidak ada rumah di luar. Pencen saya hanya RM120 sebulan dan saya ada 9 orang anak.
Saya pun tidak mempu sewa rumah di luar.
4) Saya telah membena sebuah rumah papan di sebelah Quarters No. 114 dan terus pindah
kesitu pada tahun 1975.
5) Pegawai OBI pun datang tetapi dia tidak panggil saya keluar. Saya terus duduk di
:rumah papan ini sampai sekarang.
3)

Saya buat akuan ini dengan kepercayaan bahawa apa-apa yang tersebut di dalamnya adalah
benar, serta menurut Akta Akuan Berkanun 1960.

Di perbuat dan sebenamya diakui oleh
Nama: MARIMUTHU A/L SINNAN
No. KP: 221212-08-5229

/~

Tandatangan:
Dilpoh
Negeri Perak pada: 8/12/98
Di Hadapan saya
S. Maganathan
Commission for Oaths
Pesuruhjaya Sumpah, Mahkamah Tmggi, Ipoh, Perak
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and justice in solidarity with one
another.
It is with the conviction that truth
and justice transcend all cultures
and religions that a group of Malaysians, including respected
Chinese Malaysians, have proposed to form a mass-based Social Justice Movement or ADIL
that is multiethnic and
multireligious.

Letters should preferably be no more than 250 words and must inelude the writer's name and address. Shorter letters will be preferred
and pseudonyms may be used. Letters should be addressed to The
Editor, ALIRAN MONTHLY, P.O. Box 1049, 10830 Penang, Malaysia.
Views expressed need not necessarily reflect those of Aliran.

Chinese New Year
Message I

people.

Happy New Year
Greater democratic space and
Elizabeth Wong
freedom of expression will no
SUARAM
doubt deepen our w1derstanding
and respect for our fellow MalayChinese New Year
sians. There is still much for us
Message 2
to share with others and, from
them, much that we can learn. After Muslims in Malaysia and
The multicultural concept that all over the world have celwe have today can be further ex- ebrated Hari Raya, it is now the
plored. Wearehopeful that chau- tum of our Chmese community
vinistic tendencie~ will eventu- to celebrate the new Year of the
ally vanish. It is particularly en- Rabbit.
couraging to see the new Malaysian identity emerging among the Malaysia is indeed blessed beyounger generation of Malay- cause Malaysians can share with
and learn from one another in a
sians.
land where major cultures andreWe hope that Malaysians will ligions co-exist in harmony.
embody human rights as their
social and individual values. We Islamic, Chinese and other culare optimistic that the New Year tures in Malaysia must upgrade
will bring many more positive their contacts and exchanges to a
changes for the Malaysian higher level of upholding truth
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ADIL hopes that Malaysians of
all ethnic origins, especially
Refonnasi Malaysians, will visit
one another during the Festival
of Joy and Rebirth that is the Chinese New Year, as we always did
in the past, to strengthen mutual
trust, respect, understanding and
solidarity.
My family and I are thankful to
many Chinese Malaysians who
giveusquietbut firmmoralsupport in this critical time of trials
and tribulations.

TheRefommsi Movement is thankful to many Chinese ~ialaysian
lawyers, social activists and political leaders who have come forward to render their legal services
and other kinds of assistance.
And the Refommsi Movement is
also glad to see that more and
more Chinese \-ialaysians, especially those of the younger generation, have decided to network
with one another, and with their
Malay /Muslim fellow citizens to
advance the cause of Refonnasi,
justice, democracy, human dignity and human rights.

Datitz Serz Dr Wa11 A=i;;ah Wan
Ismail
Protem President, ADfL

Chinese New Year
Message 3
One of the most common Chinese greetings is '(let's) progress
in the New Year' (.titlfllnll jinbu);
more importantly, we must
'progress every year' (nian-niall
jinbu). We should not be afraid to
face challenges or to take risks.
Guided by our common concepts
of justice and sense of responsibility, I am confident that the
people will eventually tum a crisis into new opportunities.

seemingly correct.'
The local media had no doubt
takenmuch trouble to impress its
boss. But I'm sure every caring
citizen would have regard the
above report as the Joke of the
Year.
We don't need a 'world class
leader'. What we need is a prime
minister who respects the Constitution, the independence of the
judiciary and human rights, and
is prepared to abolish the ISA.

government. (Previously the government and the courts had acknowledged that the Orang Asli
have rights to use the land but not
to own it.)
The Orang Asli's case is being
argued by a team of lawyers from
the Bar Council, led by its President, Dr Cyrus Das. Other lawyers on the team include Koo
Patrick and Ms K Chandra.

Colin Nicholas
Centre for Orang Asli Concerns
Selangor

The Chinese also wish gong xi fa
Concerned citizen
PSM refused
cluu (wishing you prosperity) to
fohor
registration
one another during the New Year.
The ex·DPM, the
A desire for prosperity is not a
It is a shame that the Registrar of
ex·IGP, ancl the AG
bad thing. However, prosperity
Societies has rejected the applicashould not only be conceived in The police are the authority when tion of the Parti Sosialis Malaysia
material terms. In the past, we it comes to law and order. Hence, (PSM) to be registered as a politimight have overemphasiSedma- in my opinion, the police should cal party under the Societies Act.
terial or economic development. have advised the former DPM The rejection came nine month5
We hope that each time we err, that he was committing an of- after the PSM made its application
we become a bit wiser. Thus, in fence, failing which they should on 30 April1998. No reason was
future, we hope that spiritual, have reported the rna lter to their given for the rejection.
cultural and human values will superiors, the IGP and the AG
prosper along with material de- who should then have guided The rejection of the PSM's applithem and the DPM.
cation to form a political party is
velopment.
DBU a betrayal of the democratic prinXhminn jinbu, wanshi ruyi
Perak ciples upon which the Malaysian
nation is founded. According to
Orang Asll of
the
Malaysian Constitution, the
Tian Chua
Buklt Tampol vs
right of association is a fundaGagasan Demokmsi Ralo;at
State Government
mental liberty.

The 'Worlcl Leader'
Joke

of Selangor
ancl 3 Others

On 31 December 1998, one of the
local newspapers carried the following report:

Seven Orang Asli (Temuans)
from Bukut Tam poi, Dengkil, are
seeking the (Shah Alam High)
Court's declaration that the land
they reside in is, and has always
been, Orang Asliland.

'World leader - Our leader has
assumed the role of questioning
world practices and consciences,
become the voice for smaller nations, and shown he has the
moral courage and capacity to
challenge the immutable and the

This is the time such a case (to
determine their rights to their traditional land) has been brought
by the Orang Asli against the
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The rejection of the PSM's application also reveals the
government's lack of sincerity.
Every now and then it challenges
NGO activitists to get into the
political arena and contest the
elctions through political parties.
And yet, when activists respond
-as Dr Mohd Nasir Hashim (the
PSM Protem President) and his
friends did -- the government
turns down their application.

Is this yet another example of
Mahathirian democracy at work?

form of violence in police custody.

friendly'format.
Aliran needs to allay the

Dr Chandra Muzaffar
Vice-Pres1dent
ADIL

Comml••lon
of Inquiry
The Bar Council welcomes the
statement from the Commission
of Inquiry that its proceedings
will be open to the public and
that its report and findings would
be submitted to the Yang
diPertuan Agung. This is wholly
in keeping with its status as an
independent commission to be
appointed by His Majesty under
the Commissions of Enquiry Act
1950.
The Commission is performjng a
task of great public interest both
locally and internationally and
has therefore not only to function
independently but also seen to be
independent. The Bar Council
reiterates the general expectation
that the members of the Commission as noted personages in the
legal and medical field would
discharge their duties responsibly and fearlessly in accordance
with the tenets of their profession
and the high expectations of them
by the public to discover the truth
behind the [Anwar's black eye]
incident and identify the
person(s) responsible for the injuries.
It is equally important that the
Commission take this opportunity to look into the question of
custodial violence itself and
make strong recommendations
on the treatment of detainees
generally and stipulate rules
against the occurrence of any

Dato' Dr Cyms Das 'silly'fears of the ordinary people,
President fears which have been whipped
Malaysian Bar up by the Barisan t\.asional and

The January •••ue

the local media. For example, 'if
Dr M goes, will what happened
in Indonesia happen here'? This
question must be answered again
and again because it expresses a
real fear for many people.

I have received my February 1999
issue of A/iran Monthly. Curiously
the issue has 'Aliran Monthly
January 199919(1)' at the bottom
of every page. Which is it - the
Questions regarding PAS and an
February or January issue?
Islamic government must also be
I would also like to congratulate confronted. At my school, in the
Dr Maznah Mohamad on her ex- past year, a11 the girls, Muslim
cellent and persuasive story and non-Muslim, were not per('Can UMNO survive?'). Let's mitted to wear shorts for PE class.
hear more from Dr Maznah in All had to wear track suits. During the puasa (fasting) month, all
future issues of the monthly.
Muslim girls were forced to wear
]anfar the tudung Oleadscan~es). Those
Shah Alam who didn't were scolded. Indian
teachers attendmg official funcEditor's reply: Many renders have tions were told not to expose their
asked about n 'missing' january is- mid-riff when wearing the sari.
sue. As we'd clarified (December And special Islamic programmes
1998 issue, page 33) there are o11ly were held for Muslim pupils dur11 issues per year. Hence, there is rw ing school hours while non-MusJanuary 1999 issue, and tile first is- lim children just sat in class or did
sue for the year is the February issue gotorzg-royong.
(19[1 ]). We apologize to readers for
the inadvertent error at the bottom Thus, non-Muslims already feel
insecure. To win their votes, all
of the pages mside..
the BN needs is to raise the fear
Allay •lily fear•
of riots and Jwdud laws, and proAs a regular reader of A/iran vide gory detail~ from Indonesia.
Monthly, I'd like to make the following comments for your con- Let's be realistic. Malaysians are
a self-centred lot, ultimately consideration.
cerned with their security (or
Some of your magazine articles business). To ask for 'Change'
are too long. The public should may frighten people away. Askread lengthy in-depth articles, ing them to 'Deny a two thirds
but do they? With the elections majority' may ::.tand a better
being around the corner, the jm- chance of success.
mediate problem should be to get
Sheila D
some ideas out quickly. Perhaps
Selangor
you should try for a more 'user-
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rid of Anwar from UMNO in the
belief that the PM had the evidence, which they sycophantically believed- what have they
to say now?

A Mockery of the
Judicial Process?
Aliran is outraged at the move
to amend the charges against
Anwar Ibrahim at the end of the
prosecution's case.
After misleading the entire
country and the world at large
that Anwar was guilty of sexual
misdeeds; after lugging a huge
"stained" evidence in the form
of a mattress in and out of the
courtroom; after shaming
Shamsidar and her family; after
humiliating and disgracing so
many people; after feeding lurid
details to the media; after creating all this havoc; the
prosecution's move to now
amend thechargesatsucha late
stage of the proceedings has left
many people wondering if it
constitutes a mockery of the judicial process.

and sodomy and was guilty as
hell. It was on this premise that
Dr Mahathir sacked Anwar as
the Deputy Prime Minister and
Finance Minister. Subsequently,
he told his television audience
that he had irrefutable evidence
that Anwar was a "sodomist"
and was morally unfit to lead
the country. He used this socalled "conclusive evidence" to
get Anwar sacked. from UMNO.
Now that the charges have been
amended, the defence will probably not be allowed to examine
the Prime Minister in court to
determine if his "irrefutable"
evidence - which led to this
whole tragedy in the first instance- can stand up to scrutiny
in court.

It has now been established, beyond reasonable doubt, that the
powers-that-be are more than
determined to get Anwar convicted at all costs. Now that they
realise that Anwar's formidable
defence has effectively challenged their so-called evidence,
they have decided to amend the
charges. Apparently, they can do
this. But what is legally right
need not necessarily bemoralJy
right. It is the moral question
that bothers us.
Is it right to waste so much of
the court's time with matters
that have no relevance to the
case? Is it right to have squandered public funds without any
accountability? Can all the damage done to the character and
integrity of individuals be undone merely by expunging the
filth and dirt from the records?
The amendments to the charges
- coming at the end of the
prosecution's case -effectively
deny the right of natural justice
to the accused. It prevents the
defence from clearing Anwar's
name by bringing witnesses to
rebut the sordid testimony of
prosecution witnesses that he
was involved in sexual misconduct. Any attempt by the defence to put forth evidence to
vindicate Anwar's character and
integrity will likely be shot
down as "not relevant".

To amend the charges from what
appeared to be a clear fact of
sexual misconduct to a mere "allegation" is tantamount to committing the worst form of decepWhen the case started, the coun- tion. All those cronies and lacktry was led to believe that eys who chorused with the
Anwar had committed adultery prime minister and voted to get Aliran holds the Attorney Gen-
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eral responsible for this most
disturbing turn of events. Despite having all the time and
evidence to frame proper
charges right from the ~tart, he
appears to have bungled once
again. In the eyes of many ordinary Malaysians, he has lost all
credibility and we once again
call on him to resign.

P Rnmakrislman
President
14 January 1999

Economic woes:
foreign meclla the
latest scapegoat
Aliran is gravely concerned
about Second Finance Minister
Mustapa Mohamed's recent
statement that "biased reporting" by the foreign media about
Malaysia's economic standing
has been the biggest stumbling
block to economic recovery.

domestic financial mismanagement.
Restoring foreign investors' confidence in the Malaysian
economy requires more than just
painting a rosy picture of the
economy. It also demands critical assessment and reporting of
the country's economic situation.

to students and Malaysians in
general: it implies that we
should bury our heads in sand
when confronted with intellectual challenges.

The boycott has wider repercussions in our society as well, particularly in educational institutions. Does this mean, for instance, that Hbraries in schools
and universities would be proMustapa should be extra care- hibited from subscribing to
ful when proposing that the these publications? lf so, would
country should "promote itself it not affect the research projects
more aggressively to repair its of curious students and contarnished image"; foreign in- cerned academics?
vestors may construe the suggestion as a deliberate attempt We would ha\'e expected the
to hoodwink them and, at the Education Ministry to rationally
same time, to deceive Malay- rebut, with confidence and digsians. Mustapa should also re- nity, any criticism that it considflect on whether the local me- ers unfair and/or irresponsible
dia have been biased in their in these foreign publications.
reporting of the activities of Evading such criticism fuels the
public-interest groups and op- suspicion that there is some
truth in the reports on Malaysia
position parties.
in these publications.

A/iran Executive CommiHee
By making the foreign media a
21 JartUary 1999
scapegoat, the Malaysian government is in effect suffering
from "denial syndrome", prel111111ature to boycoft
venting itself from effectively
foreign crltlcla111
tackling the country's economic
woes. Such a stance may only Aliran is appalled to learn that
further jeopardise foreign in ves- the Education Ministry has chotors' confidence in our economy. sen to boycott three foreign publications: Far Easter11 Economic
We agree that there are elements Review, Asiaweek, and the Interof the foreign media that have national Herald Tribune, which is
been irresponsible and errone- deems "overzealous" in their
ous in their coverage of Malay- criticism of Malaysia.
sia. We would, however, argue
that the foreign media has not Such a knee-jerk reaction does
been entirely off the mark in re- no credit to an institution that is
porting that Ma laysia's eco- closely associated with learning
nomic woes are the result of not and intellectual enquiry. lf anyonly speculation by interna- thing, this unintelligent retional fund managers but also sponse sends the wrong signal
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If biased reporting is indeed the
reason for this boycott, then the
Education Ministry should also
assess the one-sided journalism
that is so prevalent in the local
media - especially after Anwar
Ibrahim was sacked from the
cabinet. It goes without saying
that such unprofessionalism in
the local media can also tarnish
the country's reputation.

Finally, we urge the Education
Ministry to reconsider its
"overzealousne.s" in punishing
these foreign publications.

Dr Mustafa K Anuar
Executive Committee Member
19 February 1999

128 Pe~ple Charged
With Illegal Assembly
the 128 people
charged, under Section
27 of the Police Act, for
allegedly being involved in an illegal assembly on
17 October, 1998, 2 have pleaded
guilty. They received fines of
RM2,000 and RM2,500 respectively. If anyone is found guilty
of the offence, she/he can be
fined RM2,000 - RMlO,OOO and
jailed for up to 1 year.
f

The case against the remaining 126
people began in the Magistrates
Court on 2 February, 1999. The
court adjourned on 26 February
and new hearing dates have been
set for 26 April to 26 May.
The prosecution called its first
witness on 4 February. Basically
a prosecution witness will be subjected to various stages of testimony. An examination in chiefwhen she/he is questioned by the
prosecution to establish evidence
against the accused; a cross examination- when she/he is questioned by the defence to break
down the credibility of the witness and to damage the evidence
presented; and a re-examination
where she/he is questioned
again by the prosecution.
The prosecution is said to have a
total of 98 witnesses. Between 2
and 26 February, 39 prosecution
witnesses took the stand and
named a total of 51 OKTs (Orang
Kena Tildult). These prosecution
witnesses consisted of arresting
officers, police photographers
and officers who recorded cau-

the prosecution case, some of the
OKTs may be discharged - and
have nothing further to do with
the triaL

Those OKTs who are not discharged will then be allowed to
present their case. Such OKTs
may want lo take the stand him
The arresting officers have basi- (her) self or may call witnesses
cally testified the following line: who will testify for him or her.
I was on duty at Jln TAR at 4.30
pm ... saw a crowd holding ban- After the defence has concluded
ners and shouting Reformasi and its case, the Magistrate will make
Undur Mahathir ... I made one a decision. Although the 126
arrest ... yes, that person is in the people are being tried jointly, it
court today ... he is Mr. X.
docs not mean that all will be
found innocent or guilty. Among
A single arresting officer may the 126 some may be found guilty
name one or two OKTs. On 22 while others may be found innoFebruary, however, one arresting cent. Those found guilty have a
officer testified that he arrested 6 right to appeal the matter to the
OKTs at a fast-food outlet in High Court.
Dayabumi. 1Ie said that he selected the 6 from a crowd of 100 All OKTs have to be in court for
at the restaurant because they the entire duration of the day's
were perspiring and looked tired proceedings. It does not matter
and afraid. He was only able to that a particular OKT may not be
identify 3 of the 6 in court.
mentioned on a particular day.
Every OKT has to be in court The attempt by the prosecution every day! Many of the OKTs
to introduce cautioned state- have thus been forced to take noments has on occasions been pay-leave in order to be in court.
challenged by the defence resulting in a "trial within a trial" in On 26 February, the OI<Ts preorder to determine admissibility. sented a petition to the AttorneyMany cautioned statements have General's Chambers calling on
been deemed admissible but on him to drop all the charges. The
26 February the cautioned state- petition cited the new mesra
ment of Abdullah Ramli was rakynf (people-friendly) policy of
deemed inadmissible because the the Home Ministry and highprosecution failed to prove that lighted the wastage of human reit was made voluntarily.
sources as a result of the prolonged trial.
When the prosecution concludes
its case, the defence will submit The Legal Aid Centre (LAC) is prothat there is no case to answer. viding legal service to the OKTs.
This is to say that, the The OKTs are thankful to the LAC
prosecution's case is so weak that and all the lawyers who have selfa defence does not even have to lessly volunteered their time and
be mounted. Thus at the close of energy to the defence team. 0
tioned statements from the accused.
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campaign has been shortened
over the years, from almost a
month in the past to just over
a week as for this March 1999
election.
There have again been reports,
buttressed by documentary
proofs, of phantom voters on
the electoral rolls. According to
one PBS source, there arc some
14,786 bogus voters on the rolls
this time. Apparently, Indonesian and Filipino immigrants
who have been issued temporary identity cards have been
smuggled into the electoral
rolls of several constitutencies
like Likas, Moyog, Marudu,
Gaya and Tuaran which are
expected to see keen contests.
The number of registered voters in the constituencies of
Moyog, Bingkor, Tandck and
Kuamut have also seen spectacular increases for no apparent reason.
The integrity of the Elections
Commission is at stake; it is
unacceptable for the Commission to claim that it has taken
the necessary steps to prevent
the registration of bogus voters, and that solving the problem is beyond its scope or capability. For electoral fraudulence will undermine the
single remaining vestige of our
democracy.
There is also the issue of gerrymandering, the redelineation of the electoral boundaries passed by the Sabah As-

sembly in May 1994, which has
given an advantage to UMNO
in particular while disadvantaging the PBS. The number of
Muslim Bumi-putera majority
constituencies in the 48- member Assembly has been increased to 24 from 18 while
that
for
non-Muslim
Bumiputera seats reduced to
12 from 18. There are now only
4 Chinese majority seats, down
from 7, while 8, up from 5 previously, are considered
"mixed" without any particular community holding a majority.

Alas, there is clear evidence
that the incumbent BN parties
are not following the spirit of
this practice- a prerequisite for
an electoral democracy. Consequently, the people's real
choice might be thwarted even
before they cast their votes in
the polls.

The l11ue of
Development

"Vote the BN for development". This slogan anchors the
BN's campaign. The voters
have been reminded that there
now exists a university in
Sabah,
that they have a new
Free But Not Fair
highway to Kota Belud, many
Again it is likely that the elec- new 5-star hotels, tourism-retions will be "free but not fair''. lated resorts and shopping
This was the title the Common- complexes, new employment
wealth Group of Observers opportunities, etc.
gave to their report on the 1990
general elections. This phrase The opposition PBS has asked
meant that the actual elections the crucia 1 question of how
was conducted without any these projects have benefited
apparent vote-rigging or vote- the ordinary Sabahan. Or have
stealing. But it also referred to only a small group of cronies
how the government parties gained from them? This might
unfairly used government re- have touched a raw nerve, for
sources and facilities, funds the BN quickly sent its federal
and the mass media for their ministers promising many rural development projects, inundue advantage.
cluding one by the federal ruIn fact, once tl1e Assembly has ral development minister
been dissolved (and morally Dato' Annuar Musa to build
even prior to the dissolution of 300 km of village roads within
the Assembly), the caretaker 100 days!
government must desist from
Rotation of the
using these facilities and reChief Mlnl1tershlp
sources, funds and the media
for its own party political pur- The BN also argues that its roposes. Instead, equal access tation of the chief ministership
should be accorded to all sides. has prevented any one comAli ron Monthly Morch 1999: 19(2) Page 36

munity from dominating the
others, that it has ushered in a
new culture of trust among the
different communities, and
promoted political stability
and development.
The PBS has clarified that it
will discontinue the rotation
system if it comes to power. It
claims that rotating the chief
m.inistership every two years
is disruptive, wasteful and
inefficent. Apparently, not only
are chief ministers changed,
members of the cabinet, and
even top civil servants found
wanting by the incoming chief
minister have also been rotated
or ousted. Every new chief
minister and even the new
ministers have their pet
projects to launch. This is understandable for herein may be
found opportunities for their
hangers-on. Rotation, therefore, has led to confusion, uncompleted projects and even
higher levels of nepotism and
cronyism.

Fecleral Control

tion of power to regional and
local govemments is the trend
in modern day democracies
and enhances the ability of the
people to check the central
government through other levels of government. However,
the BN is against such notions
and claims that the PBS is fanning anti-federal sentiments,
parochialism and regionalism
instead.

The Anwar Factor
The visit to Kota Kinabalu by
Datin Dr Wan Azizah Ismail
on 16 February probably reminded tl1e Sabahans of the
Anwar saga and the larger issues being played out at the
national level. This was especially clear among the
younger, better-educated and
urban Sabahans, both
Bumiputera and nonBumiputera. Although allowed to attend a 3,000
strong function she was not
allowed to address those
present. Yet just a day later
rallies were held and wide
media coverage was given to
Dr Mahathir's own visit to
Sabah, as was Abdullah
Badawi when he visited
Sabah in early February. In
fact, it seemed as though they
had already started campaigning even prior to the
dissolution of the Sabah Assembly.

Moreover, the PBS insists, it is
left to the prime minister to appoint the chief ministers. It allows for even greater control of
the Sabah state government
and further erosion of the
state's autonomy. In this regard, the PBS, as before, calls
for greater devolution of
power and more equitable distribution of financial resources One of the major reasons why
to Kota Kinabalu and for a re- the election has been delayed
turn to the promises of the to its very last moment is because within UMNO Sa bah itTwenty Points.
self, many are critical of how
lt might be noted that devolu- Anwar has been mistreated by
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Dr Mahathir. Many developed
close ties with Anwar when he
headed UMNOSabahandalso
remember that he led the party
into battle in the 1994 elections.
Some of these Anwar supporters are even attracted to the
reformasi cause, as is the case
with ordinary Malaysians elsewhere.
How these individuals vote (or
do not) will determine who
wins in the closely contested
seats in several Muslim constituencies. The majority of
voters in the non-Muslim majority, Chinese majority and
"mixed" seats will similarly be
swayed to cast protest votes
against the recent abuses and
antics of federal leaders. It is in
this regard that Sabahans,
though possessing their own
history and culture, ultimately,
still share certain traits and
values that other Malaysians
outside of Sabah hold dear. National-level issues, specifically
the Anwar saga, will also play
a part in the 1999 elections.

Conclusion
Despite the gerrymandering
of the electoral boundaries
and the bogus voters, the superior UMNO machinery
and the BN's promises of development, the coalition's
unfair additional use of government facilities, funds and
the media, nonetheless, it appears that the PBS will yet
again squeeze through ahead
of the BN component parties.
The winds of change are certainly blowing in the Land
below the Winds. 0
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that night, she said it gave her
hope.
Azizah tried to allay the uncertainty hanging over Chinese Ma-

laysians by stressing that the
Reformasi movement does not
condone rioting or violence from
any side. Quotingfrom Confucius,
she spoke about taking "the
middle-path," about not going to
extremes. Above all, she envisioned a Malaysia that is peaceful,
harmonious and prosperous, and
one that is free from corruption
and abuse of power. The crowd
hung on to her every word.
Kit Siang was the last to speak.
He highlighted his son Guan
Eng's plight in prison and the
exorbitant highway tolls following
privatisation
or
"piratisation" as he calls it.
Throughout the evening, one or
two people in the audience
would pepper the proceedings
with shouts of 'Undur Mahathir!'
(Mahathir, resign) and other unflattering remarks at which the
crowd would laugh.
Outside, vendors did brisk business selling the by-now famous
Rejon11asi iced drinks and a host
of Reformasi paraphernalia:

books, magazines, tapes ... Someone was even selling T-shirts with
the message 'No Jnatter how
hopeless ... " on the front. At the
back was written, "we will never
surrender" with a portrait of
Anwar raising a clenched fist.

Knrpal apologises

That night in Penang was a beginning- and an important one.
For the first time, Malays including PAS members had thronged
a DAP event on Penang island,
turning it into a multi-ethnic
event. For the first time, DAP
leaders had addressed a DAP forum in Penang island almost entirely in Bahasa Malaysia. For the

The packed Dewan Sn' Piwmg
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first time, Azizah had addressed
a major public forum in the heart
of Georgetown, bringing themessage of Refor11Uisi to a predominantly ethnic Chinese area.
The questions relating to Islamic
issues raised by PAS members
dUring the question-and-answer
session appeared to make some
of the non-Muslims feel a little
uneasy. But the very fact that PAS
members were at a DAP talk in
large numbers and raising issues
peacefully was a significant
breakthrough in forging a multireligious and multi-ethnic opposition.
The forum also marked a logical
progression in the Reformasi
movement to a stage where differences are not glossed over but
tackled honestly and forthrightly.
The process of exploring what
Malaysians have in common - a
quest for justice based on universal values -while recognising, accepting and respecting differences in ideology may be painful
at times. But the pot of gold at the
end of the rainbow - a new society founded on the ideals of justice and truth -promises to make
the journey well worth the
effort.O

The Sabah Elections J999 :

Respec·l The People •s Manclate

PBS l.eaJer : Ptlirin Kitmgan

g

he people's mandate jority of two seats would not
in the 1999 Sabah elec- have been able to govern effections must be re- tively; political instability
spected.
would have resulted. In the
event, many of these assemblyUnfortunately this was not the men gained cabinet and varicase the last time. For although ous positions for themselves
the Parti Bersatu Sabah (PBS) subsequently. They had
won the 18-19 February 1994 shamelessly put their own inelections through the ballot dividual interests ahead of the
box, the majority of the elected people's trust.
PBS assemblymen had
switched sides within a month.
The Importance of
Then, Pairin Kitingan, the PBS
Elections In our
leader, claimed that the assem- Restricted Democracy
blymen had been offered hard
cash, cabinet positions and This betrayal of the people's
various other kinds of induce- mandate is all the more shamements to cross over. The Prime ful since the holding of elecMinister
Dr
Maha thir tions is the remaining single
Mohamad denied this. He ar- measure of our democracy.
gued that the erstwhile PBS assemblymen had done so to fa- For unlike democracies elsecilitate development for the where, there exist numerous
people. It was further argued curbs on the people's right to
that the PBS, with its slim rna- express themselves, to associAliron Monthly March 1999: 19(2) Page 40

Clrief Minister : Rmwd Dompak

ate and to assemble peacefully.
Checks and balances of the executive by the legislature and
the judiciary have been seriously eroded, especially evident in recent times. The conduct of the judiciary, the attorney-general's chambers and
the police have not reaffirmed
the people's confidence in
them as the guardians of law
and order. Also evident is the
transformation of the mainstream mass media into
mouthpieces of the ruling
Barisan Nasional (BN) government.
In fact, even the electoral process is not without undemocratic features. The curb on
public rallies remains enforced. Only indoor ceramahs
are allowed. The period of
Continued on page 36

